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In the last few years the spring seasons have been better than the fall 
seasons, and according to reports from our locals the coming spring season 
also is expected to be better than the last fall season. 
Many cloak shops have already started making duplicates, and samples 
arc being made everywhere. Manufacturers speak optimistically of business 
prospects in the near future and are preparing for a good season. Our people 
—cloakmakers as well as waistmakers, white goods workers and children's 
dressmakers—must similarly start preparing to turn the season to their ad-
vantage in order to meet the present abnormal high cost of living. 
All our active members—organizers, business agents, shop chairmen, 
price committees—should think of the fact .that we are living in unusual 
times. The organized workers throughout the country have been advanced 
to a higher altitude. They now enjoy greater prestige than at any previous 
time. First because their labor is much in demand. Secondly because OR-
GANIZATION has become the rallying cry all over the world. 
People arc now everywhere perceiving that only by effective organization 
can we get proper results and attain the aim in view. The government of the 
country, all its commissions, councils and advisers sce-this very clearly. They 
• have grasped the fact that in the present sad state of the world it is urgently 
necessary for the nation, especially that part of the population which is doing 
the nation's work, to be well organized. Every trade union has therefore 
become very important for society because of holding the workers of its 
trade in an organized condition. 
Consequently, trade unions having insight and availing themselves of the 
opportunities presented by this favorable time are in a better position than, 
the unions lacking this insight and effective organization. The well-organized 
workers always enjoy more privileges than the unorganized who rely on the 
good will of their employers, particularly in the present time. 
The bricklayers are not very busy because of the slackness in building 
operations. Yet reports in the official labor organs tell us that the organized 
bricklayer» arc everywhere demanding a minimum wage of seven dollars a 
day, and, because they are well organized, they do not hesitate to present this 
demand. Similar reports reach us from other trades controlled by American 
unions. Only last month the printing pressmen of New York won an in-
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crease of Í .( ) a week in their wages after a short strike, although their 
agreement ••• h the employers had not expired. The present time is oppor-
tune and t e workers must not neglect the opportunity; and the stronger 
their orga' :z tipn, the easier and more successful their efforts to improve 
conditions. 
» * * 
In ou- ti íustry the Waistmakers' Union, Local No. 25, the Whitegoods 
Worker's, o al No. 62 and the Children's Dressmakers, Local No. 50, have 
submittcc c i^nds for an increase of wages. Their agreements with the em-
ployers h; c not yet expired, but owing to the high cost of living their 
members i lot manage with the wages.and earnings determined last year. 
Local Nc 3 requests for the workers in all branches of trade, cutters and 
buttonho r ikers included, an increase of 25 per cent, in wages and a forty-
eight'hou » orking week, instead of forty-nine hours. Locals Nos. 50 and 
62 rcques f r a i l the workers in their trade, cutters and buttonhole makers 
included, * increase of 20 per cent. In these trades conferences with the 
manufact S s are now being held, and it is almost certain that an amicable 
understar i * will be reached. 
* * * . 
As t ' ;c cloakmakers of New York, they cannot submit general de-
mands be :a se they received an increase only a few months ago. But it is 
essential :h t they should, at least, get what is coming to them under the 
agreemeï i. 
The v ;k workers can easily control their scale of wages. It is within 
the react o all the union men and women in the shops to insist on the strict 
enforcen n of the stipulated weekly wage scale. The only trouble is in re-
gard to »' ? piece workers—-the operators and finishers—-and in their case the 
shop ch::<~! en, the price committees and the rest of the active workers in 
the shoj • r ust jealously watch the process of price settlement and see to it 
that» the or :es determined upon shall enable them to meet- the high cost of 
living. 
We ¡he »e that it will not be long before the words "settling prices" will 
become i - ere memory of a past age. 
Th e íviction that week work will solve certain problems in the union 
and abt V shop evils has already taken hold of the minds and hearts of the 
worker., 7rc operators and finishers must, therefore, bend every effort to 
the end - t :n the near future week work shall replace piece work. A report 
of the C c i k Finishers Local No. 9, states that last season the finishers 
worked ; -'the week in a number of shops and were quite satisfied with the 
new s> '/: i . Thus it is certain that also those piece workers who are as 
yet op: 5¡* d to the idea of week work will be satisfied with the change as 
soon a: A" :y will start working week work. They Will find that their pref-
erence c* piece work was a mere habit, a prejudice rather than a definite 
convict : - that under piece work they are better off materially than they 
would « inder a system of week work. 
v 
/ 
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Season after season the piece workers have been complaining: of insuffi-
cient earnings to afford them a livelihood ; that the employers have got the 
better of them at price adjustments; that they have not received the stipulated 
amounts of 80 cents and 60 cents per hour. One must therefore come to the 
conclusion that a definite minimum scale under a system of week work will 
be better for them than the troublesome haggling and quarreling over prices. 
the unnatural hurry while at work and, after all that, leaving the factor}' 
on Saturday with a painful feeling that in spite of the wearying toil the earn-
ings were small. The week worker saves all this trouble and aggravation. 
He definitely knows at the beginning of the week how much his earnings 
will be. His weekly wage and his overtime are determined in advance and 
he need not worry while at the machine as to the amount he will ind in his 
pay envelope. 
The piece worker in the cloak trade might be likened to a gambler who 
stakes his all in a game oí chance. Just as the gambler is dependent on 
chance, or, as he calls it, "luck," so the piece worker has to depend on un-
foreseen circumstances, and he must constantly keep his eyes fixed on them 
that they do no turn to his disadvantage. The piece worker has to look to 
a loyal, sensible and courageous price committee. The price committee must 
make no mistake while estimating the price of a given garment. Then there 
is a chain of circumstances, over which the piece worker has no control. For 
example: the employer might not be amenable to reason; he might be ill at 
ease just at the time when prices are being settled, and right behind the door 
a sub-manufacturer might bo waiting ready to underbid them on the very 
same garment. , 
All these untoward circumstances arc so many "unlucky cards" in the 
game of bargaining over prices. But under a system of week work and a 
minimum scale of wages it is not necessary to take any chances. All the 
unlucky cards disappear. The weekly wage is not at stake. For this reason 
alone the piece workers ought to strive with their heart and soul for the in-
troduction of week work which would give them an easier mind, engender 
real brotherly feeling in the ranks, assure a better and more efficient control 
in the shops and longer seasons, make toward a stronger union and a brighter 
future. 
We hope that it will not take long before we attain to this condition in 
our industries all over the country. In the meantime, where owing to various 
difficulties, week work cannot yet be introduced, the piece workers must 
exercise the strictest possible control at price settlement. It is up to them 
to have the prices settled so as to afford every worker a wage sufficient to 
cope with the high cost of necessaries. To attain this aim the workers of 
every shop must hang together and act as an organized unit. They should 
make no move in the shop without taking counsel in the unions—with the 
manager, the business agent of the Joint Board or any accredited officer. 
Only thus can they benefit by a good season before we succeed in introduc-
ing week work in the entire industry. 
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| >Y 3NING OUR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE j 
The ; e -. to which we have been aspiring for years, namely, to give our 
members Ï stcmatic education in trade union subjects, has finally been 
realized, : he first of this month will see the opening of the Educational 
Institute ' e ir International and all its locals. For a number of years the 
active ele c of our union has' been, in various ways, striving to afford our 
members ie îecessary education with a view to their becoming good union 
men and or en and class-conscious workers. It is approximately ten years 
since the ad ;s* garment workers began to stream into our union in large 
numbers. Dt "ine that time our locals have grown numerically to the strength 
of thousa is. Wc have the large masses around our banner. We bave the 
form of a o Janization. At times we e von have the necessary enthusiasm, 
yet in me y espects we stand in one place. 
Ever se son and every year the same obstacles block our progress 
Consider; e ndifference is still rampant in the rank and file in regard to 
the union • it? urgent problems, as well as the problems connected with the 
labor mo\ m« it in general. In the last ten years we have grown in numbers 
and in po er we have improved our shop conditions, reduced the hours oí* 
labor and ra: ed the sweated and exploited ladies' garment workers to a 
higher le\ I, ut wc are still comparatively poor i;». elements of high intelli 
gence and aj lblc leadership. Very few people rise from our ranks with the 
readiness ad spontaneous impulse to come to the forefront in the active life 
of our u'n »i. because they feel that' they do not possess the qualifications 
that fit m i nd women for leadership. 
At ou 2' veland convention in 1914 the question of education first came 
to the froi . \fter a wave of discontent and dissention had rocked our union 
ship, thrc- ' ning its very existence, our leading spirits opened their eyes to 
the lack c ; xrowlcdge and trained intelligence prevalent^ in our locals, and 
the Generf Executive Board was instructed to devise ways and means of 
providing >.:r members with the requisite information and trade union edu 
cation. 
Upon deeper study of the question it became evident that it was neces 
sary to gc fuither than arranging courses of lectures and resorting to the 
ordinary r ans of publicity. Such means had been regarded as all-sufficient 
when our rganization corisisted of a few thousand members all over the 
country. )-cay we cannot reach the mass of our members through lectures, 
however j od lectures on indiscriminate subjects may be. To-day, when 
our mover nt has many ramifications; when in Greater New York alone wc 
have bctw :n 70,000 and 80,000 members and tens of thousands of members 
in other ci es, all of whom intensely longing for education and enlightenment 
—to-day v must employ different methods and agencies. 
Wc at living in an age of labor and industry. We send our children to 
school to : ^i ire knowledge not for its own sake; but with the definite pur 
pose in vi • hat the knowledge and training acquired shall be of advantage 
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to them when they grow up into men and women and have to fight their way 
in life. Our educational work must have a similar aim in view. 
Furthermore, ouir educational work should be of a nature to produce an 
immediate cffccV-inasmuch as our members are not children but men and 
women. The true aim of our educational endeavors, therefore, is not th, aim 
of turning out educated men and women in the ordinary sense, but to touch 
the hearts and minds of our members and mould them into intelligent, con-
scious and true union men and women. Our aim is to permeate them with 
the feeling that the union is their own organization, for their own benefit, and 
that the more zest and activity they will put into the work of rendering it 
numerically and financially strong, extending its influence over the entire in-
dustry, the better for them in every respect ami the easier and more substan-
tial will be their earnings in return for their labor. 
Proceeding from this viewpoint the present administration of our Inter-
national has gradually developed the idea that our educational effort* must 
take the form of classes and courses along lines and methods used in colleges 
and universities, so that any instruction imparted to our members shall be of 
real benefit to them, and of advantage to the union as a result of their en 
lightenment. 
In the Ladies' Garment Worker for August, IMI I, we were the first to 
give an outline of the subject matters for instruction. We then took into 
consideration the fact, first that the instruction must appeal to grown up 
people; secondly that it must be instruction in labor matters of a specific 
kind; such as can be had only within our organization or under the direct 
influence of our organization; namely, Trade Unionism and the Labor Move-
ment, their history, struggles, the various methods employed, and especially 
the practical side of trade unions, their relations with the employers, the art 
of public speaking, the essential requirements oí organizers, business agents, 
and so forth. 
At the Philadelphia convention in 1!MG this plan was further elaborated, 
an educational Committee was appointed to look into the details and the 
convention decided to advance the necessary finances. In the last few months 
the Educational Committee has plunged into the work and perfected the plan 
The committee found that to assure the success of the educational work, all 
the locals of the International must become interested therein arid every local 
must have its local educational committee, which shall be in close touch and 
consultation with the Educational Committee of the International. 
The Educational Committee has added to this program three very im-
portant and far-reaching points calculated to bring the educational work and 
its real aim close to the hearts of all the members of the International. These 
points are : First, that a large part of the educational work shall consist of 
lessons in the history and struggles of every local, taught to the members of 
.the local; and lessons in the history and struggles of the International, taught 
to all the locals and all the members in general. Secondly, that a part of this 
educational work shall consist of social intercourse and useful, pleasant 
pastime—gatherings for fellowship, interesting conversation, concerts, instruc 
t ivc moving pictures, if possible, and like amusements. Thirdly, that the 
local educational Work shall be conducted in conjunction with the shop meet 
ings in the various shop districts. 
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These r e points are essential, for the reason that it is not easy to in-
terest ever; H \y in certain studies unless such studies carry with them a 
personal ar -.1 and mental pleasure. Lessons in local history will appeal 
to every rr rr jer of that local personally, while the proposed social inter 
course and >' 1er good things will invest the entire educational plan with 
attraction i e accomplish valuable results. 
The E' 3 ational Committee has succeeded in securing the permission 
of the Boar ("''Education to use public school rooms in various districts fcr 
this import > educational work. The committee will have its headquarters 
in the Was i gton Irving High School. Irving Place and Sixteenth Street. 
New York, t1 o short blocks away from the General Office. In this school 
the Intcrnr u nal courses and higher classes will be given for New York, 
where arc c ted the biggest locals and the majority of the membership of 
the Intern.- nal. 
The p r cannot be inaugurated at the same time in all cities having 
locals of th .iternational, owing to many and various difficulties easily un 
derstood. ' t the Educational Committee will be pleased to communicate 
with every ic al out of New York, and give every information as to how the 
local educatic ial committees should start and proceed with their local educa-
tional work. The Educational Committee will likewise, as far as possible, 
transmit to c her cities, in the form of correspondence courses, the lectures 
and.lessons ( slivered in New York, and. as soon as possible and practicable, 
the same wo* c will be also inaugurated in the locals out of New York. 
Thus a ood, practical beginning has been made. From the foregoing 
facts it can r : seen how advantageous our new Educational Institute will be 
for our loca in general and every member in particular. The resolution 
adopted at t' e Philadelphia convention is being effectually carried out. All 
beginnings a e hard, and it has taken us more than a year to.make this be-
ginning, bee; jse the plan was beset with many difficulties. But now that a 
good and sol j foundation has been laid, we may be sure that henceforth our 
course will r n smoother and that the work will be perfected more and more 
and bear gre 1 fruit. 
The oficers of the Educational Committee, consisting of Juliet Stuart 
Poyntz, director; Elias Lieberman, chairman and Fannia M. Cohn, organiz-
ing secretary feel that they have made a strong endeavor to carry out their 
task to the :?st of their power and ability. The Educational Committee and 
the officers of the International see with satisfaction in the practical begin-
ning of thi~ work the unfolding of a branch of union activity destined to 
prove a sor*, ¿e of intellectual and moral development and bring the Inter-
national and ¡ïs locals to a high level of organized efficiency and power. 
Let us, "lowever, bear in mind one essential thing, that without the earn-
est and ab-Ving interest, enthusiasm and.co-operation of the locals, their 
officers, executive boards and members, this plan cannot succeed. 
Let the local educational committees carry out the work devolved upon 
them with exigence and earnestness. Let the active members of every local 
co-operate v-ith their local educational committees and with the general Edu-
cational Cor mittce and thus enable them to accomplish the work mapped out. 
With their r ctive co-operation it will not take long before the desired results 
of this gooc work will make themselves felt in the spirit of unity, harmony 
and discipline pervading all the members of the International. 
T 
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i THE GARMENT TRADES AT THE CONVENTION OF : 
{ THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR 
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The garment trades of the country comprise more than hali a million 
wage workers. If the opportunity were afforded to organize them all and 
bring the existing organizations into closer unity these trades would form a 
consolidated power that would react with mighty good effect on the entire 
labor movement of the United States and Canada. 
Those who are organized, number over 200,000, and their organization is 
due to the enthusiasm and spirit of enterprise of the Jewish workers. Ap-
proximately 160,000, mostly Jewish workers, are affiliated with and pay per 
capita to the American Federation of Labor. Thoughtful people everywhere 
Know and recognize the fact that thanks to the fighting spirit and sacrifice of 
the Jewish workers the sweating system in the garment trades was abolished. 
Their ceaseless agitation in the last quarter of a century and the powerful 
unions they have built up have finally forced the employers to act more 
humanely towards their employees. 
Thus the unions in the garment trades merit recognition and encourage-
ment at the conventions of the American Fedc'ration of Labor, at least to the 
extent of being accorded moral aid to contìnue their organizing efforts, their 
noble work of bringing in line and elevating the thousands of workers still 
outside or the ranks. Yet upon coming to the annual convention with plans 
and proposals for strengthening their positions and reaching the unorgan-
ized masses these proposals do not receive sufficiently serious consideration. 
At the convention in Buffalo the delegates of our International called for 
a matter of apparently little import, but of great and far-reaching significance 
to the garment trades of the country. They introduced a resolution instruct-
ing the Executive Council of the Federation to form a Needle Trades Depart-
ment on the same lines as.the other trade departments in the American Fed-
eration of Labor. The present condition of the garment trades render such 
a department essential to them. Good results would follow from a central or-
ganization of this kind. It would stimulate the representatives of the various 
unions to plunge into the work of expansion with all the energy and enter-
prise ot which they are capable. 
In the terms of the resolution (sec page 11) the needle trades are in 
many respects similar to one another, and owing to their seasonal character 
the workers of one trade in the slack season are driven by dire necessity to 
seek employment in a similar trade. And as the organizations have no mu-
tual understanding for regulating these incursions, friction and troubles arise 
in the shops. Naturally, the resolution concludes, a measure of unity among 
the organizations in these trades would strengthen them and protect the 
workers. 
A department such as the resolution calls for would cement the relations 
between the existing unions and gradually bring about closer unity or pos-
sibly complete amalgamation of the various international unions. The desire 
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for this cor uramation has often been expressed at the conventions of the 
Federation, and no one will deny that the realization of this ideal is very 
desirable. 
But ins ead of receiving the sympathy and support of the convention and 
of the orfic< "S of the American Federation of Labor the delegation of our 
Internation- Union experienced much unpleasantness. The delegate of the 
New York : ta/e Federation of Labor and the delegate of the New York Cen-
tral Federai :d Union, to whom the political game is of more concern than 
the urgent ; itercsts of the garment trades, confused the entire jssue with a 
resolution a ainst the United Hebrew Trades, and their backers, the delegates 
of the Unit 1 Garment VVorkers' viewed the matter as though a cloud and 
opposed the idea of a Needle Trades Department. 
Ostrich ¿ke, the opponents of the resolution could not see the menace to 
all the gam :nt unions looming in the distance. In the trade organs of the 
manufacture s the idea of combining all the garment manufacturers' associa 
tions is free icntly advocated. A Needle Trades Department would provide 
the best op ortunity to prepare for and obviate this menace which will be 
here sooner >r later. 
The res lution was not carried. Instead of this the report of the Com 
mittcc on C ganization was adopted tp refer the entire matter for investiga 
tion to the executive Council of the Federation, and if the Council sees fit 
it will form he proposed department. 
We hoi - t n a l l n c investigation will be conducted in the right spirit. 
President G mpcrs is well acquainted with the garment trades' situation and 
understands :he peculiar psychology of the employers in these trades. Presi-
dent Gonipt s realizes that the militant spirit of the Jewish and Italian 
workers anc" their innate tendency io act quickly is the result of the em-
ployers' war ke attitude. This explains why the organizations in the needh-
trades some' mes act not quite in accord with the cold stereotyped methods 
adapted to « Doler temperaments. President Gompcrs knows, however, the 
earnestness nd the best intentions of our people. 
The me e fact that a Garment Trades Department could bring about 
unity and h?. mony among the existing organizations is the best reason why 
it should be :stablished as speedily as possible. 
C 3NGRATULATI0NS TO OUR VISITORS f 
Novcmb r G, Mil?, will linger long in. the memory of our active members. 
It was the fir -t Election Day in America that afforded some compensation to 
our Socialist friends for the fruitless efforts of many years. 
The vict ry has exceeded all our expectations. Morris Hillquit, the close 
friend of our inion, who was the Socialist candidate for mayor, polled nearly 
150,000 votes four times the number of votes received by the Socialist candi-
date for may >r in 1913. 
In additi n to the two Assemblymen from Brooklyn, nine were elected 
from district in Manhattan, Brooklyn and Bronx. Among the new As-
semblymen is Rimer Rosenberg, first vice-president of our International. 
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A v e r y i m p o r t a n t v i c to ry w a s t h a t of o u r well k n o w n friend J a c o b l ' an 
ken , w h o w a s e l ec t ed j u d g e in t h e s e c o n d m u n i c i p a l d i s t r i c t . F o r t h e first 
t ime in the h i s t o r y of o u r m o v e m e n t the w o r k e r s i»f N e w Y o r k secu re en -
t r a n c e i n to the pa lace of jus t i ce . 1 'anken w a s e lec ted by a l a rge ma jo r i t y . 
w h i c h s h o w s h o w h i g h l y h i s m a n y y e a r s of se rv ice in t h e Socia l i s t and t r ade 
un ion m o v e m e n t s is e s t e e m e d in o u r l a b o r c i r c l e s . And o n c e tho ' w o r k i n g 
c lass h a s rea l ized the m e a n i n g and efïect of a Social is t j u d g e i t i voter* will 
i n c r e a s e t h e n u m b e r of t h e s e j u d g e s at t h e c o m i n g e l ec t ions . 
A n d for t h e first t i m e in the h i s t o r y of X'evv York seven Socia l i s t a lder 
men e lec ted by t h e p e o p l e will r e p r e s e n t t h e p e o p l e ' s i n t e r e s t s in the m u n i c i p a l 
government of t h i s c i ty . 
W e c o n g r a t u l a t e A s s e m b l y m e n - e l e c t A b . Shiplacoff and J o s e p h W h i t e 
h o r n on the i r r e -e lec t ion , and the i r new c o l l e a g u e s , F e i g c n b a u m a n d W i l e , 
from B r o o k l y n ; O r r , ( ¡ i t low a n d Garf inkel f rom B r o n x , a n d K.ir l in. C l a e s s e n s . 
R o s e n b e r g a n d W a l d m a n from M a n h a t t a n . T h e y a r e t h e first solid g r o u p of 
Soc i a l i s t s in t h e N e w York l eg i s l a tu re . 
W e c o n g r a t u l a t e J u d g e J a c o b P a n k c n a n d the Socia l i s t a l d e r m a n Alger-
n o n L e e , Dr . C a i m a n . H. V l a d e k . A. Braua i s t e in . Adolf Meld. B. Wool f a n d 
A . B e c k c r m a n . a n d we c o n g r a t u l a t e the Soc ia l i s t P a r t y on t h e s e v ic to r i e s 
* * 
O u r h e a r t i e s t f e l i c i t a t ions t o t h e w o m e n of Mew York , espec ia l ly o u r t e n s 
of t h o u s a n d s of m e m b e r s in o u r local u n i o n s , t h e he ro ic f ighters in m a n y 
s t r i k e s . T h e i r v ic tory on N o v e m b e r <1. I!M7, g l a d d e n s the h e a r t of eve ry pro-
g r e s s i v e a n d r i g h t - t h i n k i n g pe r son . 
T h o s e of o u r s i s t e r s w h o a s yet a r e n o t c i t i z e n s s h o u l d t ry t o ge t t he i r 
n a t u r a l i z a t i o n p a p e r s w i t h o u t d e l a y . W e feel conf ident tha t a l*o in t h e poli t i -
cal s t r u g g l e t h e y wil l r a n g e t h e m s e l v e s o n t h e s ide of Soc i a l i sm and t r ade 
u n i o n i s m and he lp t h e w o r k i n g c la?s c o m e to i t s e l f—become t h e d o m i n a n t 
p o w e r in t h e i n d u s t r y a n d po l i t i c s of t h e l a n d . 
HAND OF LABOR 
Hand of labor, hand of might, 
Be thou strong in things of right. 
Ni-tster thou of crafts untold. 
Driving them in heat and cold; 
Working high and working low. 
That the world may brighter grow, 
Press, the loom, and traffic great, 
Know the drive behind thy weight. 
Hand of labor, rude and fine. 
Things of earth are mostly thine. 
Mines of gold and fields of wheat. 
Harbors deep where pennants greet; 
Ships of war, canals and locks, 
Roads of steel and bridges, docks, 
Strain thy sinews day and night. 
Be thou strong in things of right. 
Mills and shops in claim and r<iar. 
Foundry ¡ires and molten ore; 
Sullen mines and heaving seas. 
Lands of rock and limber irt-e^; 
Cotton helds as white as snow. 
I-orge^ black 'mid flames aglow, 
¡Strain thy sinews day and night. 
Be thou strong in things of right. 
Hand oí labor, greai thou art ; 
Re thou fair, and bear thy part 
Like big souls, sincere, intense; 
Stoop not low Io base offense, 
N'or, in heat, forget that men. 
Large and small, all kind and ki-n, 
Have their place and must remain 
'Xeath the sway of guiding brain. 
—Lilburn H. Townsend. 
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The Anu rican Labor Movement in the Present Crisis f 
By A. Rosebury 
C O N V E N T I O N DF T H E A M E R I C A N 
F E D E R A T ON O F LABOR. 
The annual coi -ention of the American 
Federation of La' î r began its sessions un-
der more auspicio s circumstances than any 
previous conventi n. For the first time in 
its history if had ic honor of the President 
of the United St tes addressing the dele-
gates. 
As President \ iíson is world renowned 
and his utterances are of great consequence, 
the mere circums' ncc of his visit to a labor 
convention indica *.d that labor is the main 
factor ¡n the WOT l's progress. The Presi-
dent said that he esteemed it a great privi-
lege and a real h ior to be thus admitted" 
to the labor pub z councils. This cannot 
be otherwise int« prctcd than that organ-
ized lauor has re :ived the official recogni-
tion of the Unite States Government. 
I t was, indeed, i great surprise both for 
labor and its foe . Working people were 
surprised at the F esident's visit and his ad-
dress because it iractically amounts to a 
revolution in ti night, regarding labor. 
Some delegates, * len told the previous day 
that President rilson would practically 
open the convent >n, regarded it as incred-
ible. For it is noi 30 very long since unions 
have been publi< y denounced and union 
men placed bcyo - 1 the pale of law in time 
of strikes. 
The manufact ring interests and big 
busmess, on the i thcr hand, were visibly 
piqued at govert nent compliments being 
thus officially pai to labor. In their opin-
ion the President has gone too far. When 
a city mayor ext< ids a welcome to a labor 
convention it is nostly for the good and 
welfare of the cit 's business. The compli-
ments paid to lat >r by such personages on 
such occasions a- ; mere formal utterances 
and express, at rr 1st, private opinions. But 
the compliments of the President of the 
United States ca -y great weight. 
The fact has g *cn no pleasure to manu-
facturers in gent al and the foes of labor 
in particular. It s the death-knell to their 
antiquated ideas f open shop and keeping 
labor down. 
The captains of industry arc not easily 
amenable to conviction that the organized 
workers arc playing one of the most in» 
portant parts in the world war. Has noi 
Premier Lloyd George of Great Britain 
said that many a victory in this war is won 
in the workshops? 
President Wilson sees the same thinR 
All the acts of liis administration in regard 
to labor have one aim in view: the govern-
ment must live in peace with the workers 
because it needs their co-operation. The 
government must indorse the cight-hom 
day, time and one-half for over time and 
the most imporlant thine—give the unions 
official recognition; in other words, consent 
to the workers, as far as possible, joinini; 
the respective unions of their trades, so that 
they may be dealt with through their organ 
izations The British government has don--
the same thing: it had no choice. 
But, say the pessimists, after the war al! 
these privileges will be curtailed. 
Tt is very possible that the hostile cm 
plovers will strain their utmost efforts in 
that direction. But will the powerful lab"-
organizations, then also politically orga-
ized, permit t h e n to go far in their a t tempt ' 
P O L I T I C A L ORGANIZATION O F LA-
BOR A S S U R E D 
In this connect' p it is interesting to note 
that the convention has amended the con 
stitution of the American Federation of 
Labor, changing the date of the annual con 
ventions from November ' to June. Jam*-» 
Duncan and John B. Lennon, vice-presi 
dents of the Federation, have made no sc 
crct as to the reason for the change. Dun 
can said: 
By meeting in June wc can know what ¡c 
happening in Congress and in some of the 
legislatures, and our committees in the con 
vention can lay down their plans for not 
only organizing campaigns during tin-
month of the year when organizing can best 
be dorio, but they can also lay out plan< 
whereby wc can more conccrtcdly help to 
support our friends and defeat our enemies 
on the political field. 
Wc will have the summer and fall to knov. 
that we will not be drawn away just befon-
election and denied opportunity o£ castine 
our vote on Election Day. 
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John B. Lennon was very precise in his 
advocacy of the change. He said: 
Next year we are to elect a Congress, and 
if we are to have the weight and the influ-
ence upon the selection of Congressmen that 
we should have we ought to have the ex-
pression as to what wc want from that Con-
gress prior to election. By making the 
change v. - bring ourselves into proper rela-
tion to that question and the object in view. 
That need not be interpreted that the So-
cialist Party stands to lose by this arrange-
ment, but rather that it will gain by the 
quickened interest of the workers in politi-
cal matters and by Socialist exertion to en-
lighten them on political issues. 
A N E E D L E T R A D E S D E P A R T M E N T 
The delegates of our International Union 
—President Schlesingcr, Sara Shapiro, J. 
Heller, Morris Dcitch, M. Gorcnslcin and 
Ab. Rosenberg—introduced, a resolution of 
interest to all the unions in the needle in-
dustry. The resolution called for a Needle 
Trades Department in the American Fed-
eration of Labor, which would afford these 
trades an opportunity to get together from 
time to time and formulate plans of com-
mon action in regard to questions touch-
ing common interest. The resolution was 
as follows: 
W H E R E A S , The various trades in the 
needle industry of this country are substan-
tially identical in their important productive 
features; and 
W H E R E A S , All these trades are subject 
to seasonal periods of work and idleness 
which frequently force the workers of one 
trade to look for occupation, during the idle 
seasons, in the shops of other needle trades; 
and 
W H E R E A S , These temporary influxes 
are and have been a source of dissatisfaction 
and irritation to the workers in these trades. 
in the absence of any reciprocal understand-
ing and regulations between the various na-
tional and local labor organizations in the 
needle industries; and 
W H E R E A S . The cenerai interests of the 
hundreds of thousands of needle workers in 
the country would be better protected and 
their organizations strengthened and en-
larged if there were an organized and de-
fined system of mutual help and co-opera-
tion among them; therefore, be it 
R E S O L V E D , That the Executive Council 
of the American Federation of Labor be in-
structed to take steps to org-inize and estab-
lish :i Needle Tradrs Department within the 
American Federation of Labor along the 
lines and principles of the other trade de-
partments ¡M "resent in existence and opera-
t ic" ¡n t'*e Federation. 
The committee on Organization referred 
the matter to the Executive Council for in-
vestigation That practically meant non-
concurrence with the .esolution. 
Delegate Gorenstein of our International 
and Delegate Sillinsky of the Journeymen 
Tailors ' Union, urged the adoption of the 
resolution, pointing out the difficulties en-
dured by the workers in the garment in-
dustry, being required to carry several cards 
of membership. They offered a motion that 
the Executive Council be instructed to call 
a conference of the three organizations— 
the International Ladies' Garment Workers ' 
Union, the United Garment Workers and 
t h e . Journeymen Tai lors ' Union—within 
sixty days after the convention, with in-
structions to form a department in the 
needle industry. 
Delegate Duffy, chairman of the commit-
tee, said, that if a new department is to be 
formed it should be a success and al! the 
workers in the needle trades should take 
part in it. The committee did not know 
whether the garment workers, the cap mak-
ers and the hatters want to take part in i t 
Therefore they referred the matter to the 
Executive Council, arid if, after investiga-
tion, such a department is found necessary 
the council will go ahead and form it. 
President Gompcrs ruled the amendment 
out of order because the resolution upon 
which the committee had reported similarly 
provides instructions to the Executive 
Council. 
Delegate Lennon offered a suostftutc mo-
tion for the report of the committee, that 
the president of the Federation be author-
ized to call into conference the representa-
tives of the4 three organizations named to 
consider questions of import to them. 
Delegate ScMcsingrr opposed the rerom-
mendation of the committee on the ground 
that it was indefinite; and said in part: It 
may be that the Executive Council would 
have to Call in some other organizations 
that have not been mentioned here by 
Brother Lennon. As a matter of fact not 
all the tailoring industries are represented 
in this convention. I am perfectly satis-
fied with the amendment offered by Brother 
Lennon ¡f it takes in all the representatives 
of the needle industry organized in this 
country. 
Delegate Rickcrt (United Garment Work-
ers'» opposed even the report of the com-
m'tteo fraeîng that t , ,(*rchy t^e Amalga-
mated Clothing Workers would be given 
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recognition. In hi, opinion the resolution 
had been introduc d with that object ¡n 
viçw.
 f 
Delegate Sweeny (Journeymen Tailors) 
correcting Rickcrt, xpresscd the hope that 
the workers o( the arment trades might be 
united a t some da'c in the near future. 
Delegate-Voigt O a k l a n d Central Labor 
Council) cxprcsscc the hope that there 
might be solidarity, ot Only among the gar-
ment workers, but n the American labor 
movement as a who s. . 
Delegate Schlesi g t r spoke along the 
same lines and in r :err¡ng to the Amalga-
mated said they hat sixty or seventy thou-
sand members anc had dur ing the past 
three years been al e to accomplish much 
for the workers in' >lved. He, told of his 
repeated efforts in p >t conventions to bring 
about the unificalìc of the forces in the 
clothing industry ai 1 said he thought this 
would be brought '. >out if the convention 
would give tò the executive Council the 
power to exercise i' authority. Respond-
ing t o the criticism which had been made 
in reference to the ormation of a needle 
trades department h said it was the intent 
of the resolution th; a garment trades de-
par tment be establish *d rather than a needle 
trades department. 
Delegate Larger oiccd Rickcrt's senti-
ments, deprecating he influence and en-
couragement given t! ' Amalgamated by our 
International . 
Delegate Holland Î New York, attacked 
the Forward as the 'official organ of the 
United Hebrew Trad 3," which controls the 
garment working ir ustry in New York 
City. 
The voting on Le' non's amendment re-
sulted in 84 voting in avor and 167 opposed, 
and the report of the < >mmittec was adopted 
by 151 iti favor and i i against. 
E X T E N S I V E STK : R E I N T H E O I L 
F I E -DS 
A strike has occurr d among the workers 
o t t h e Texas and Lou : iana oil fields, involv-
ing some 8,000 people t the pumping opera-
tions . They demande better working con-
ditions, but the empi ycrs declined to re-
ceive a committee of the union to discuss 
grievances. 
Public opinion of tl ; locality throws the 
onus of blame entire!; on the shoulders of 
the well owners who h rctoforc have treated 
the workers with scor ful indifference. 
The organized workers at the oil refineries 
threaten to strike in sympathy with the 
pumpers, should the employers engage 
strike breakers. They will not refine the 
oil pumped by scabs. 
The federal mediator is expected to in-
tervene and settle the strike and the work-
ers feel sure of victory. 
P L U C K Y T E L E P H O N E G I R L S R A I S E 
W A G E S 
Plucky telephone girls of Sapulpa, Okla., 
tied up ' thc system of the Southwestern Hell 
Telephone Company and forced that cor-
poration to establish a minimum wage of 
$40 a month instead of the former average 
rates of $510 to $6 a week. 
At a public meeting in the court house 
trade unionists and other citizens gave 
pledges that would guarantee t h e girls a 
weekly strike benefit and it was declared 
that no homes should be opened to strike-
breakers, l'or a week Sapulpa was without 
telephone service and citizens drove five 
miles to secure long distance service. 
Korl Smith, Ark.—Telephone girls on 
strike announce that they will furnish 
enough operators so that any telephone 
patron may get a connection with the fire 
department in case of fire without cost to 
the city or the telephone company. 
The girls arc asking for higher wages 
and have offered to return to work if the 
company agrees to arbitrate, but this ofEcr 
has not been accepted. 
San Francisco—To settle the Pacific coast 
telephone strike, Federal Mediator Reed 
submitted this plan to the Pacific Telephone 
& Telegraph company: Recognition of the 
Telephone Girls' union on the Pacific coast 
and arbitration of wage increase for electri-
cal workers. 
S P E N D M I L L I O N A M O N T H R A T H E R 
T H A N G I V E M E N $750,000 A YEAR 
R A I S E 
San , Francisco—The United Railroads 
spent a million dollars a montli the ^past 
summer to break a strike of its motormen 
and conductors. 
Whcrr the workers asked for wage in-
creases the company raised the "poverty" 
cry. This statement was investigated by 
tf 
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the s tate rai lroad commission a t the request 
of the board of supervisors. 
The commission reported that the first 
two weeks of the strike cost the company 
$410,617, and the first six weeks $1,231.853. 
T h e strike is still on. 
T h e wage increases would have amounted 
to three-quarters of a million dollars a year 
P O L I C E H E L P W E I N B E R G , W H O IS 
A C Q U I T T E D BY T H E J U R Y 
San Francisco—Attorneys for Israel 
Weinberg, defendant in the so-called bomb 
conspiracy cases, dealt the prosecution a 
hard blow when they forced Lieutenant of 
Police Bunncr to testify that he did nqj see 
a jitney bus at Steuart and Market streets. 
the scene of the explosion, after 1 p. w. 
The prosecution held that Weinberg drove 
a jitney with Thomas J. Mooncy, Mrs. Rena 
Mooney and War ren K. Billings, to his cor-
ner at about 1:3o of the day of the tragedy, 
July 22nd, last. T h e police oflicer said he 
turned all traffic off Market street and the 
l'Imbarcadero, four blocks from the scene 
of the explosion, on orders of the chief of 
police. The jury, after twenty minutes con-
sultation, acquitted Weinberg, who had been 
sixteen months in jail on tT is frame-up 
charge. 
U N I O N I N F L I C T S F I N E S 
East Liverpool, Ohio—The iron hand of 
discipline is felt by a few members of the 
National Brotherhood of Operat ive Pot ters 
who urged secession during the recent wage 
adjustment which included a short strike. 
Every move made was first submitted to the 
referendum by the officers of the brother-
hood, but even this did not satisfy these 
"leaders" who now, find themselves without 
an a rmy and arc compelled to pay stiff fines. 
C O L O R A D O U N I O N S P L A N E D U C A -
T I O N A L S Y S T E M 
The Colorado State Federation of Labor 's 
plan to assure sons and daughters of labor 
a college education is being given enthusias-
tic support by officials of the Colorado state 
university, and at a meeting in Boulder, at-
tended by unionists and educators , it was 
decided to incorporate the Colorado Labor 
Education Association. Contributions will 
be asked to finance a 1918 class of at least 
100 young men and women, T'ne recipients 
will be expected to pay back at some future 
time the money loaned them by Colorado's 
organized workers. The plan lias been in-
dorsed by the four rai!ro;id brotherhoods. 
H O W T O S T O P S T R I K E S . 
Open, intelligent discussion of any points 
oí differences between employer and em-
ployee will banish the strike, many of 
which in the past year have been by un-
organized men. But, of nccessily. this 
means that the worker* must be protected 
in their r ights to openly express iheir griev-
ances. And that can only be through the 
power to r c i ^ t repression; the power that 
can only be gained through organization. 
Employes will continue to look with dis-
trust upon any employer who pretends to 
favor the policy of col lec tor bargaining 
and at the same time seeks to prevent his 
employes from effecting an organization, 
only through which they could adequately 
express themselves. 
A conference between employer and em-
ployes, with all the economic power of a 
complete organization, a thoroughly out-
lined policy, on the one side, and complete 
isolation, no means of outlining any policy. 
no means of organized resistance, on the 
other side, is a sham and a fraud, and no 
one knows this any better than those who 
advocate such one-sided "conferences." 
The right to organize must be insisted 
upon, at all hazards, by the workers , and 
we hold tha t those, who for greed or gain, 
of in the hope of wielding undivided power, 
seek to obstruct the organization of the 
workers, are digging a pit into which they 
themselves may fall; are endangering the 
stability of the government of this country 
and engendering strikes that could be avoid-
ed by withholding opposition to organiza-
tion and dealing with the workers collec-
tively.— Oklahoma Federation i si 
The main object of all the struggles of 
organized labor is the establishment of fair-
ness in the dealings of men with each other. 
Surely this is a movement which deserves 
the support of every true American whether 
he is a union man or not. 
-
H T r a LADUS* GASKKNT WORKER 
Gen'ral Executiue Board In Session 
The quarterly r ecting of the General Ex-
ecutive Board ws held beginning October 
39, X917, a t W udsor Hotel, Montreal , 
Canada. 
President Schle inger presided and there 
were present Vi< :-Prcsidcnts J. Haipcrin, 
S. Metz, S. Lefkí 'its, Fannia M. Cohn, H . 
Wander , S. Ninfe H. Schoolman, S. Kold-
ovsky, M. Àindur. S. Scidman and Secretary 
Baroli. Apologie were received from Vice-
President John i -Pierce, located .in Cin-
cinnati; Vicc-PrsMdent M. Pearlstcin of 
Cleveland, and il vas intimated that First 
Vice-President Elir r Rosenberg was busy with 
his campaign in ." ew York City and could 
not attend the m eting. 
Reports of offi ?rs and organizers were 
read by Secretary Baroff. 
In response to a communication from 
Local 62, Whitcg oda Workers ' Union of 
New York, the icncral office was em-
powered to assist ' e local in securing a rea-
sonable increase n wages early in the 
coming year. Th agreement signed with 
the Cotton Garnv it Manufacturers ' Asso-
ciation calls for 50 ents a week. The agree-
ment had been s* :ncd before the cost of 
living attained it; present high level and 
the whitegoods w< kcrs could not in reason 
accept a small in reasc that would bring 
them no relief. 
A communicatee 1 from the Embroidery 
Workers ' Union L cai No. 6, read that their 
agreement with t •; employers would ex-
pire February, 191 A clause in the agree-
ment calls for a o \ferencc with the manu-
facturers prior tc its expiration, for the 
purpose of taking 3 any propositions made 
by either side. T ey had sent a letter to 
the association asV ng for a conference and 
received an answc from Attorney Gordon, 
stating that there was no necessity for a 
conference. The :ommunication referred 
to the fact that tht had taken up this mat-
ter with President Schlcsinger. They now 
ask the General xccutive Board to aid 
them as much as ? the time of the general 
strike, when they stablished union condi-
tions and a perma ¿nt organization. They 
state that whether he manufacturers agree 
to confer with th :n or not, the workers 
will surely not b satisfied with present 
conditions, as the :reat rise ïn the cost of 
living forces them o nsk for higher wnces. 
which they arc ready to get through a con-
ference, or, if necessary, by a strike. 
After President Schlcsinger had ex-
plained the situation, it was decided to em-
power the Genera! Office to use every effort 
to help the embroiderers to achieve their 
aim. 
Agreed that President Schlcsinger be 
empowered to make such arrangements as 
he may deem necessary with any person he 
will find capable of managing the business 
cnd4 of our official publication, the L A D I E S ' 
GARMKNT W O R K E R . 
I t was decided to request President 
Schlcsinger to do all he can to help Local 
No. 25 in its present situation. 
The action of Secretary Barofï, in donat-
ing S10.00 weekly to our Local No. 43, Waist 
and White Goods Workers* Union of Wor-
cester, was approved. 
A committee, consisting of Brothers 
Schubert, Labcnsohn. Feldman, Mitchcl and 
Miss Gladstone, appeared in behalf of the 
Joint Board of Montreal. Brother Schu-
bert who spoke for the committee, stated 
that the situation requires the urgent at-
tention of the General Executive Board; 
among other things it was most important 
that the International send someone to 
take up the organizing and conducting of 
the Monrteal Joint Board. 
Brother Lcbcnsohn appealed to tTic Gen-
eral Executive Board to have this matter 
in mtnd as this was the opportune time for 
s t rengthening the Union. If someone 
should be sent from New' York to take the 
affairs of the organization in hand, they 
would by next season be able to exact rec-
ognition from the manufacturers without 
a strike. I t was decided to grant the re-
quest of the Montreal Joint Board. 
A committee, consisting of Miss Silver-
man and Miss Mcrson, appeared before the 
Board in behalf of the Waistmafccrs' Union 
of Montreal. They stated that there were 
only a few hundred Jewish girls in the 
trade, while there were over 4.000 French 
girls. They needed a French organizer and 
appealed to the General Executive Board 
to take into consideration the fact that 
about 5,000 girls working in the*, industry 
were earning from $4.00 to $5.00 per week 
working long hours. If the French girls 
were moved, they would make great prop 
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ress and organize the entire industry. 
President Schlcsinger answered for the 
Board, saying that the . International has 
their appeal at heart and that as soon as 
the Montreal cloakmakcrs ' Union is placed 
on a proper footing, the International will 
see what can be done in the way'of organiz-
ing the workers in the waist and dress in-
dustry in Montreal. 
The request of the Ladies' and Alteration 
Tai lors ' Union Local So that (lie Interna-
tional should not deprive tlicru of the serv-
ices of Brother Lefkovits, at least, not be-
fore the coining Spring season, was granted. 
D E C I S I O N I N T H E A P P E A L * O F 
B. P R A G E R 
In regard to the appeal of B. Prager, 
formerly an officer and member of the 
former Ladies' Tai lors ' Union Loral 38, to 
the Philadelphia convention for a reopening 
of his case, (he having been expelled from 
the union upon charges brought against 
him in connection with the strike of ladies' 
tailors in 1915)—the Appeal ami Grievance 
Committee DÌ the convention recommended 
that a sub-committee of three of its mem-
bers, in conjunction with a commit tee of 
the General Executive Board, should look 
into new evidence to be submitted to it and 
should be empowered to decide whether his 
appeal should be granted or rejected. 
The sub-committee consisted of Vice-
President Amdur, Manager Zurker of Local 
(i and Brother Ryan of Local No 10. As 
Brother Amdur could not attend t'ie meet-
ings Secretary BarohT appointed Brother 
Kushncr of Local p in his place 
After holding three long sessions and rx-
amining all the facts of the case in the 
light of new evidence the sub-comrnittee 
came to the conclusion that Prager was not 
guilty of the offence charged against him 
and should be reinstated as a member o: 
the union. But as he acted indiscreetly 
in keeping company during the strike with 
persons unwor thy of respect he should not 
be permit ted to hold a responsible office 
in any local union. 
The General Executive Board amended 
the sub-commit tee 's recommendation to 
r cad as follows: 
"That Prager be reinstated as a member 
of the union with the understanding ihdt 
he is not to a t tend meetings of the organi-
zation for one year from the date of his 
reinstatement , and thai he is to pay up all 
his arrears," 
THE JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTE BETWEEN LOCALS NOS. 1 AND 17 
Repor t and Recommendat ions of the Committee of Three Appointed by the General 
Execut ive Board a t i ts Bos ton Sessions in August , 1917. 
At the last session of the General Execu-
tive Board of the Internat ional Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers ' Union, held in August , in 
the City of Boston, a commit tee of three, 
consisting of President Benjamin Schles-
ingcr and Vice-Presidents S. Koldovsky 
and H. Schoolman, was appointed to make 
a thorough investigation of all the disputes 
and claims a m o n g the cloak and reefer 
makers ' locals affiliated with the Joint 
Board of the Cloak, Skirt and Reefer Mak-
ers ' Unions of New York City, and to bring 
in a report of its findings and recommenda-
t ions to the General Executive Board. The 
committee subsequently engaged Dr. F rank 
F. Rosenblatt , the economist and statisti-
cian, to assist in the investigation. 
In o rder tha t al l t h e member s of your 
committee and Dr. Rosenblat t may have a 
thorough understanding of the problems 
involved in this investigation and in order 
to have all the grievances and claims of the 
locals against each other brought out in de-
tail, the locals concerned and the Joint 
Board were invited to send representatives 
to a hearing which was held at the office 
of the International Ladies ' Garment 
W o r k e r s ' l/nion, New York City, on the 
16th of October. 
Local No. t was represented by Brothers 
P. Kott ler . Alexander Student, M. J. Ash-
pis, William Bloom, Abraham Rosenberg 
and J. Rubin; Local No. 0 by Brothers S. 
Shustcr, J. Kestin. S. Rabinowitz. Isidor 
Kohn and J. Halpcrin; Local No 11 by 
Brother H. Brodsky; Local No. 17 by 
Brothers J. Heller, M. Jacobinsky, L. Mann, 
D Xisnewitz and Abraham Goldin; while 
the Joint Board was represented by Broth 
crs J. Kimbarofsky. L. Pmkowsky M. 
man, L.* Langer and S. Russanoff. 
The salient claims of Local No. t 
kbc reduced to three points, viz: 
I. T h e question of jurisdiction; 2. 
Sig-
may 
The 
question of t ransfers ; 3. The question of 
competi t ion. 
I. The Question of Jurisdiction. 
The a rguments of the representatives of 
Local No. 1 with reference t o the jurisdic-
tion question were based chiefly on Artici-' 
XI , Section 4, of pur constitution, which 
provides that "no more than one charter 
shall be granted to any branch of the trade 
in any city or locality without the consent 
of the existing local union." The represen-
tatives of Local No. 1 contended that, be-
sides Local No. 11 in Brownsville, there 
are in the city of New York two locals 
controll ing the same branch of the cloak 
trade, namely, Locals No. 1 and No. 17. 
Originally Local No. 1 was created for the 
purpose of organizing and controll ing all 
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the cloajc. opera lo \ in the city of New 
"~York, while the e' i r ter granted to Local 
No. 17 was cpnfii d exclusively to such 
shops where infai s' and children's gar-
ments were prodiic d. Local No. 17. how-
ever, is alleged to ' wc spread its activities 
and control over si >ps where ladies' coats, 
or cloaks, are wh< ly or part ly produced. 
Moreover, it is clair >d, that there are shops 
in which 80 per ce t. of the operators are 
members of Local ì o. 1, and yet the prices 
are fixed by memb -s of Local No. 17 ac-
cording to the stan< irds of that local. Lo-
cal No. 17 is syst' natically usurping the 
control over shop: in which cloaks are 
made. This is an anomaly- and a viola 
tion of the Const ' ution of the Interna-
tional, since the cc trol over cloak shops 
must by right bclon to Local No. 1, which 
was duly chartered or that purpose. 
I I . T h e Ques on of Transf t r s . 
The eagerness of Local No. 17 to gain 
control over a-grcat n imber of cloak shops 
leads to many serio * :¡buses. Members of 
other locals arc cit -r^not allowod to get 
employment in s h e - controlled by Local 
No. 17, or, if they ? / i o r t u n a t e enough to 
get employment .ti y are forced to get 
transfers from th< r respective Locals. 
Several cases were itcd in proof of that 
contention. The she of A. Siegcl & Co., 
of 31 West 26th St? et, was mentioned as 
one of the most Hag: nt eases of usurpation 
on the part of Loca No. 17. Of the three 
thousand members if the latter Local. 
about one thousand ere actually forced to 
transfer themselves from other Locals 
The control over clo ; shops has been con-
stantly wrested froi the Joint Board by 
Local No. 17. This resulted in a number 
of evils which untie mine the very exist-
ence of the Cloaknial rs' Union. The most 
conspicuous of trios' evils is to be found 
in the general and ut -.earthy competition in 
prices, which is carri d on by the shops of 
Local No. t~ agains those controlled by 
the Joint Board of L cai No. t. 
I I I . The Questi 1 of Competit ion 
The representative of Local No. 1 em-
phasized the fact tha the question of juris-
diction and transfers vould not be of such 
importance as to nee special investigation, 
were, it not for the :act that the alleged 
transgression of Loco 17 entering the cloak 
industry proper crer es conditions which 
arc ruinous for the w ole t rade. Local No. 
17 is supposed to set ' c prices according to 
a definite standard. *" his s tandard is based 
on the body. In re; ity, however, it was 
averred, the so call ' i s tandard tends to 
create competition nc only between shops 
of Local No. 17 and ocal No . 1, but also 
between various she ; controlled by the 
very same Local No. 7- I t was contended 
that the manufacturer accustomed to settle 
prices per body ahst utely refuse to dis-
tinguish between 51 >crior and inferior 
qualities of garments . The same basis per 
body is used for gar- ents of a higher as 
wtîll as of a lower gnu : of work ; the stand-
ard applied to cheap material is also applied 
to costly materials which require more car»1 
and natusally more time from the operator . 
It was argued that the members of Local 
No. 17 being ordinarily poor operators and 
few of them having ever worked on a high-
er grade of work, they lack all qualifica-
tions for the responsible task of settling 
prices for garments of a superior quality 
Their price committee* arc ordinarily 
guided by the s tandards prevailing in reefer 
shops, and those standards naturally tend 
to reduce the prices for better garments to 
the low reefer s tandards of Local No. 17. 
The method applied by the Joint Board 
which always takes into consideration not 
only the body, not only the quality of the 
goods and the quality of work required, but 
also the earnings of the opera tors in the 
various shops, is absolutely foreign to the 
leaders of Local No. 17. The whole process 
of standardizing prices, according to this 
contention, has, therefore, become a factor 
for evil rather than for good. It has cre-
ated animosi ty and fostered competition be 
tween the poorer operators and the better 
ones. 
But this is not all. Il was asserted that 
garments of similar workmanship and style 
are operated in Local No. 17 siiops for 50 
cents or 60 cents per body, while in the es-
tablishments of the Joint Board or Local 
No. 1. they are settled for Ho ren ts or 90 
cents. Among the various other shops sev-
eral representatives of Local No. 1 men-
tioned those of Weinstein Brothers . Wcin-
stcin & Klipstcin, Weinstein & Brecher. 
etc.. where the prices per body, it was 
claimed, vary considerably from those pre-
vailing in the shops of the Joint Board or 
Local No . I. 
In the opinion of the representatives of 
Local No. 1, the effect of the lower stand-
ards of Local No. 17 is twofold On the 
one hand, the better operators working on 
a better grade of garments arc compelled 
to accept the prices settled in olher shops 
by Local No. 17. while, on the other hand, 
the employers who arc unable to stand the 
competit ion of Local No. 17 shops, where 
the manufacturing cost per garment is con-
siderably lower, arc driven to either reduce 
their output or to give out their work to 
contractors and sub-manufacturers. In 
cither case it is the operators of Local No. 
1 who are the sufferers. A great number 
of them work only a few weeks in the sea-
son; they are forced to idleness for long 
intervals, while the members of Local No. 
17 are afforded all opportunit ies for work 
most of the time on cither reefers or reg-
ular cloaks. 
T h e representatives of Local No. t ad-
mitted that, in spite of the low standards 
prevailing in Local No. 17 shops, the aver-
age earnings in the latter arc higher than 
those of the operators under their control. 
The higher earning capacity, however, was 
attr ibuted to the fact that, because of the 
lower nriccs, the Local No. 17 members irct 
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more work, bigger bundles and bigger lots, 
while the members of Local No, I must be 
content with specials, with the better grades 
of work, and most of the t ime with their 
attractive price lists. Cloak manufacturers 
arc forced by their competi tors , whose 
shops arc under the control of Local No, 
17. to send out their cheaper lines of work 
to contractors or to buy them ready-made 
from Wcinstcin Brothers and others. The 
low standards of Local No. 17 have become 
notorious to such an extent that manufac-
turer*' actually insist that their shops be 
put under the jurisdiction of that local in 
order that they may settle priées according 
to the s tandards of the latter. 
The representatives of Local No. 1 dwelt 
ai length on the chaotic conditions created 
bv this competition which, according to 
their contentions, were due solely or chiefly 
to the division of jurisdiction in the same 
trade. They demanded, therefore, that the 
constitution of the International prohibit 
ing the existence of two locals in the same 
trade in one city be enforced. They argued 
that the reorganization of both locals 
would do away with competition in prices 
and would solve the problems connected 
with unemployment and unequal earnings of 
the operators in the various shops. Some 
representatives went so far a s to demand 
that the International dissolve either Local 
No. I or Local No. 17. order ing all the op-
erators to join the one remaining local 
Others proposed that both locals be dis-
solved and a new one organized for all the 
members of both existing locals 
T h e Case of Local No. 9 
The representatives of Local No. 9 also 
presented their grievances against Local 
No. 17. According to them, the control of 
shops by Local No. 17 tends to displace a 
great number of finishers. Local No. t? 
shops were the first to introduce machine 
lined garments on the market. The at-
tempt on the part of the union to prevent 
this mode of machine-lined production 
from being spread in all shops has been 
futile. The .machine has practically dis-
placed all hand workers. In many shops 
the finishing of a garment has been reduced 
to a minimum, to button sewing and the 
like. T h e union, of course, realizes that 
the introduction of machinery in any line 
of work cannot be prevented . At the same 
time, it is its duty to protect the interests 
oí the finishers. Accordingly, some time 
ago the price committees of the Joint Board 
shops were instructed to demand 25c extra 
for operating a machine-lined garment. 
The union could not accomplish anything 
because of the competition due to the con-
ditions and the low standards prevailing in 
Local No. 17 shops. The manufacturers 
whose shops arc under the control of the 
Joint Board, have learned the secret of 
minimizing the cost of production. They 
usually pick out the better coats for the in-
side workers, to be lined by hand, while 
the cheaper garments are turned over to 
sub-manufacturer4 and contractors. This 
spells ruijl'tu the whole trade and complete 
disorganisation of the union. On the one 
hand, one group of finishers is instr 
by the union to fight for a decent price in 
order to prevent, as far as possible, the 
universal establishment of the machine-
lined garment system, while, on the other 
hand, finishers of Loral No. 17 shops con 
tinue to work on cheap machine-lined coats 
at lower rates and thus replacing a great 
number of mechanics 
The representatives of Local No 9 sub-
mitted price lists of twenty shops in proof 
of their contention that there is actual com 
petition among the finishers. The prices 
lor finishing certain parts of the garment 
m Local No. 17 establishments were alleged 
to be 50 per cent lower than in those con-
1 rolled by the Joint Board The fact that 
tmishers in Local No. 17 shops are, on the 
average, earning higher weekly wages was 
attributed to the unfair competition on the 
part of Local No i ; shops, which. b<-. a :•-,<• 
of the lower rates, get all the work, while 
the finishers of the Joint Board are being 
gradually doomed to unemployment. If 
this State of affairs is allowed to eontinur. 
the unavoidable result will be that th<* 
standard of prices in the Joint Board shops 
will he forced down to Local No. t7 stand 
arcs , but the lowering of prices in the for-
mer shops will in turn still more reduce the 
lower prices now prevailing in the latter 
The mischief created and fostered by Loral 
\ 'o . 17 will thus spread itself unchecked to 
the whole trade. 
The representativos of Local No 9 de* 
Miandcd, therefore, that cither both locals 
•dial! have the same price lists for finishing, 
or that all the finishers under the control 
of Local No. 17 be transferred to Local No 
<>, so that the latter may establish its own 
price lists 
The Defense of Local No. 17. 
The representatives of Local No 17 
claimed the right to control their shops on 
the authority of the American Federation 
of Labor, which in October, 1913. investi-
gated the jurisdiction claims of Locals No 
1 and No. 9, and decided that the disputed 
work should remain under the control of 
Loral No. 17. 
As to the question of transfers, they in-
sisted on their constitutional right to de-
mand transfers from any member of a dif-
ferent local working in shops under the 
control of Local Mo. 17. (Of constitution. 
Article XVI ; Section 3, and Article XVII . 
Section 9.) 
The argument presented by the various 
representatives of the other locals in ref-
erence to competition were hardly met. 
Emphasis was laid, however, on the fair 
union conditions and the reasonable stand-
ards prevailing in Local No. 17 shops. 
Scope of the Investigation. 
After a careful analysis of all the claims 
and arguments presented by both sides, 
your committee, .together with Dr. Roscn-
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blatt, worked out a se edule of questions 
framed in a way as to reveal all the facts 
relat ing t o the article: manufactured, the 
material, the grade o work, the selling 
price, the number of c ployces, the prices 
per body and per g;t nent, the average 
earnings, the system oí -.vork, the variation 
in styles, the length o seasons, the ques-
tion of transfers, etc. 
Assisted by -Brother \f. Sapin of Local 
No. i, Brother J. Ht 1er of Local No. 
17 and Brother Babils : Local No. 9, two 
members of your comm tec, Brothers Kol-
dofsky and Schoolman, mtj Dr. Rosenblatt 
visited and made a the ougti investigation 
of the following cstablif .jfients. 
Under the control of ' ;c Joint Board and 
Local No. 1: Meyer * esell, Kanowitz & 
Rosen, Karl Fried, Jo eph Lcff. Charles 
Miller & Brother, Scr varzbart Brothers, 
Leibman & Hurwitz , Ac urate Cloak Co. 
Under control of Lo il No. 17: Wein-
stein Bros., Weinstein : Klipstcin, Wciti-
stcin & Brccher, Wcins iin & Levy. Edcl-
son & Hand, Scharf & ' asserman, Schlati-
sky & Cooper, A. Siege & Co., Shapiro & 
Sons. 
I t will be noted that, vith the exception 
of the Meyer Vesel fact» y. none of the es-
tablishments investigati belongs to the 
Cloak, Suit & Skirt Mar ifacturcrs' Protec-
tive Association. Wlii' your committee 
had no difficulty in get !ng permission of 
all the above concerns t enter their shops 
and to make the investi ation as thorough 
as was deemed nccessar . members of the 
manufacturers ' associatic flatcly refused to 
permit the investigators o enter their fac-
tories without the c o n s c : from the officers 
of the association. Sue consent was de-
nied to the committee w: eh was, therefore, 
compelled to limit th-c i vestigation to in-
dependent shops. This Tcumstancc. how-
ever, docs not in the U st vitiate the re-
sults of the inves t igate 1. The firms in-
vestigated are typical • i d representative 
shops. They were ch< sen by Brothers 
Sapin, Heller and Babi' , the representa-
tives of the three local concerned. The 
conditions found in the nvestigated Local 
No. 17 establishments pre ail in most of the 
shops under the control f that local. The 
independent shops of tl : Joint Board or 
Local No. T likewise re "esent the condi-
tions and standards p r e îîling in most of 
the shops under their j ir sdiction. 
Results of the Investigation. 
Your committee found that of the eight 
shops controlled by the J int Board or Lo-
cal No. 1, four cstabtishm nts were engaged 
in the production of coal exclusively; two 
in the production of suits and coats; one in 
the production of coats and juniors, and 
one m the production of oats, juniors and 
reefers. The juniors an reefers handled 
by the last firm aro, as a ule, made in out-
side shops, while the insi e manufacture of 
coats is of a very low g ide of workman-
ship and material, inferió" to that found ¡n 
the shop of Weinstein Br1 thcrs. 
Of the nine shops controlled by Local 
No. 17, three arc engaged in the production 
of reefers and juniors exclusively; three in 
the manufacture of reefers and juniors and 
a low grade of coats, while the remaining 
three establishments produce reefers and 
juniors and a medium line of cloaks. In 
the latter three establishments a small per-
centage of a better line of coats is being 
produced. In most of the above shops pile 
fabrics constitute the principal materials. 
In all shops the work is done mostly for 
jobbers and cataloguers. 
The standards in the shops controlled by 
Local No. 17 vary from 22 cents to 65 cents 
per body for operating and from 4 cents 
to 25 cents for finishing. The prices for 
operating a complete garment vary from 
25 cents to $1.10. The variation' in the 
.prices is due to differences of size as well 
as to the different materials used and t o 
the different grades of work. In shops 
where both cheap and costly materials are 
used the prices per body are fixed accord-
ing to the quality of the material. In one 
shop about 10 per cent, of the garments 
produced arc operated at rates varying 
from $1.10 to $1.75,«while in another shop 
20 per cent, of the total products are oper-
ated at prices varying from $1.10 to $3.3$ 
per garment and finished at rates running 
from. 30 rents to $1.85. 
The body standard finds little application 
in the factories controlled by the Joint 
Board or Local No. t. In most shops the 
price is fixed per complete garment. In 
either case, however, the variation in the 
price is as t r e a t as in Local No.- 17 estab-
lishments, and is due t o the same reasons 
as given above for the latter shops. (The 
report proper contains a detailed tabic of 
prices in some of the shops investigated.) 
In most of the shops controlled by Lo-
cal No. 17 the system of work is consider-
ably simpler than in those controlled by 
the Joint Board or Local No. I. The work, 
too, is of a much inferior grade, requiring 
less skill, less care, and naturally less time 
on the part of the operator ' or finisher. 
The control of the union j s well established 
in practically every shop investigated. This 
cannot be said of all the investigated es-
tablishments under the control of the Joint 
Board or Local No. I. In two of the fac-
tories the control of the union, the stand-
ard of prices and the conditions of work-
are extremely bad. They are typical of the 
sweatshop system. In one of these the 
work done is of an inferior kind, somewhat 
poorer than in the factory of Weinstein 
Brothers. The prices per garment arc 
much lower than in the latter establish-
ments. Very few garments arc operated at 
rates exceeding 40 cents, while some are 
operated for 25 cents. The work in thé 
other establishment is of a far better line. 
As this establishment was claimed to be a 
sub-manufacturing shop doing work for one 
of the investigated firms your committee 
investigated both places and established the 
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fact that the prices in the former establish-
ment arc practically 50 pirr cent, lower than 
those prevailing in the latter. A garment 
settled for $2.15 in the inside shop is oper-
ated for $1.05 in the shop of sub-manufac-
turer referred to. 
The average earnings of the operators in 
the Local No. 17 shops are higher than in 
the establishments controlled by the Joint 
Board or Local No. 1. Statistical tables of 
the actual earnings in the shops of Local 
No. 17 and of the Joint Board and Local 
No. 1 will be found in appendix 2 of the 
report proper. 
In almost every shop investigated your 
committee examined members who had 
been transferred to Local No. 17 from other 
locals. In only a few instances pressure on 
the part of the shop chairmen seems to 
have been the cause. In most cases, how-
ever, the transfers were obtained voluntar-
ily. The reason for changing the local af-
filiation was ascribed t o the fact that the 
work and mutua! contact in the same shop 
with members of Local No. 17 created com-
mon interests which they found necessary 
to protect together with the members of 
that local. In some factories the shop 
chairmen insisted on transfers because of 
the imminent danger of demoralization and 
disorganization among the Local No. 17 
members who protested against paying 25 
cents weekly dues, while members of Local 
No. 1, working in the same place and en-
joying the same privileges, were paying 
only 16 cents per week. In order to check 
the disaffection among its members. Local 
No. 17 was compelled to demand transfers 
from members of other locals working in 
the shops under its control. In a number 
of cases the reason for transferring was 
attributed to the trouble- in Local No. I. 
Some of the members refused to buy 
stamps from the opposition local, and at the 
same time were reluctant to join the newly 
organized Local No. 1. They thought it, 
therefore, most expedient to acquire mem-
bership in Local No. 17. 
Your commit tee is of the opinion tha t 
Local No. 17 has not confined itself strictly 
to the jurisdiction granted to it bv the char-
ter of the International. As stated above, 
the control of the local extends to shops in 
which part of the products consists of coats. 
which are of a low or medium grade of 
workmanship and even on a par with those 
manufactured in the firms under the con-
trol of the Joint Board or Local No. I. 
However, since practically every one of 
those concerns had been originally estab-
lished for the manufacture of reefers and 
juniors, and not of cloaks and since the 
former, and not the latter, still constitute 
the principal articles manufactured, the con-
trol of Local No. 17 was merely concomit-
ant with the growth and development of 
those shops, and can in no way be regarded 
as wilful usurpation on the part of that local. 
Fur thermore, your committee is con-
vinced that the settlement of the jurisdic-
tion issue will by no means stamp out the 
evil of competition, which is the real source 
of all the trouble m the cloak industry. The 
existence of competition between the vari-
ous shops, whether controlled by Local 
No. 17 or by the Joint Board and Local 
No. 1, is a fact which can hardlv be dis-
puted. This competition, however, ha» 
much deeper roots and presents a far 
graver problem than the controversy be-
tween Local No. 1 and Local No. 17- The 
friction created by the dual jurisdiction is 
not the cause, as alleged by Local No. 1, 
but the result of the existing competition. 
This fact cannot be overemphasized. The 
competition between the shops springs not 
from the segregate control of a relatively 
small number of shops by Local No. 17. 
nor from the infringement by the latter on 
the ¡.Jthority of Local No. 1. Quite the 
contrary, it is this very competition of em-
ployees in the various shops controlled by 
either local that is affording ample nurture 
to the jurisdiction issue. 
The competition between the cloak work-
ers is a natural result of the competition 
existing between the cloak manufacturers. 
This latter competition cannot be checked 
by union regulations. It is due entirely to 
the lack of uniformity in the mode of pro-
duction, to the use of modern methods of 
production, as well as to the efficiency of 
factory administration in one set of shops, 
as over against the conservative processes 
of production and the lack of efficiency in 
others. In the shop of Wcinstein Brothers, 
for instance, the garments manufactured 
are of a cheap grade of work, of cheap ma-
terial and of extremely simple styles. They 
are produced in great quantities and, be-
cause of the utilization of labor-saving de-
vices, at great «peed. It is this cheap* gar-
ment that is competing with the more ex-
pensive producís manufactured in other es-
tablishments. Powerful as the union may 
be, it cannot check this competition. It is 
a process going on in practically every 
branch of every industry, and has abso-
lutely, nothing to do with the exercise of 
jurisdiction by cither one or another union. 
The authority of Local No. 25 of our In-
ternational is undivided and undisputed by 
any other local. Yet the same conditions 
of competition actually exist among the 
various shops controlled by that local. The 
more efficient waist manufacturer gets the 
better of the less efficient one. His force 
is getting more work and is naturally com-
peting with the workers in the other shops. 
The automobile industry presents another 
illustration. The mechanics employed by 
the Ford Company in Detroit are getting 
higher wages and better labor conditions 
than the men employed by his competitors 
in the same city. The competition between 
automobile workers in Detroit is in no way 
due to any jurisdictional transgression on 
the part of one or another group of work-
ers. It is the competition between the 
Ford Company and the Packard Company 
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that results in the compel Mon between the 
workers . The better co ditions and the 
higher wages prevailing i the Ford fac-
tories are direct results of he efficient man-
agement , the utilization of lodern processes 
of production and the ,< ¡tensive market . 
Thç cloak shops availing icmsclvcs of the 
new mode of production i d of labor sav-
ing devices facilitating an cheapening the 
manufacture of garments re analagous to 
the Ford Company. 
T h e transfer of the cor rol of the cloak 
shops, to either Local No i or Local No. 
17, would not in the lea do away wUh 
competit ion between tnn ufacturers who 
are taking advantage of íc simpler pro-
cesses of work and those i i o are unable to 
cope with the situation e ther because of 
inelhcicncy or because ot lack of capital. 
The progressive, or rathe - aggressive, and 
efficient manufacturer woi i then, as now, 
be able to get the better o his less efficient 
competi tor . T h e garment would then, as 
now, be made in his shop :i a simpler and 
quicker way, and he wou . then, a s now, 
pay a cheaper rate for a ch< .per and simpler 
coat than would be paid ir the other shops 
for a more elaborate and more expensive 
article. • ' 
The malady of compct ; iori among the 
workers depending entirely -in the competi-
tion between the manufac irers cannot be 
cured by pafent medicines. The whole sys-
tem of wage set t lement n fst be changed 
The union, of course, cant >t abolish com-
petition between the emph / c r s ; the union 
cannot forbid the product ic of cheap coats 
which' apparently find " an ever-expanding 
marke t ; the union cannot ;nalize the effi-
cient manufacturer for th< benefit of the 
inefficient one. Nor can t r union demand 
that the manufacturing pric< for a cheap and 
simple garment be equal t ' the price for a 
high-grade and expensive arment. Wha t 
the union CAN do is to tandardizc the 
earnings of the workers i- cither line of 
the trade. I t is not a ques: >n of price per 
garment. It is a question if actual earn-
ings in the one type of sh< •> or the other. 
T h e union must fight for ic abolition of 
the piece system of wage »aymcnt. The 
wage s tandard must be ba cd not on the 
piece but on the week. If »tck work can-
not be established at once a a general sys-
tem, the 80 cents per hour s: ndard must be 
enforced in all shops. 
It goes without saying tlui the time basis 
of wage pavment will not i o away with 
competit ion between the em' oycrs ; but the 
union is not directly interés 3d in the wel-
fare of the employers. I t s the welfare 
and the interests of its m t ibcrs that the 
union has at heart. 
The introduction of the '.ime basis of 
wage payment will do aw.
 (' with actual 
competit ion between indivì< tal shops, al-
though it may not entirely : >lvc the prob-
lem of seasonal uncmploymc \ in the bet ter 
lines of the t rade. T h e c >ak trade, as 
every o ther branch of the lothing indus-
try, is seasonal. The union cannot compel 
the manufacturers to furnish employment 
to their workers if they have no demand 
for their products . After the season is 
over, a number of men and women in the a, 
trade arc forced to idleness. T h e control 
of the shops by neither of the existing lo-
cals would affect this condition, while a 
change in the method of wage payment 
from the piece to the week basis may, to 
some extent, relieve the situation, cither by 
shortening the hours of work and thus 
lengthening the seasons or by demanding a 
higher weekly rate and thus helping the 
workers to provide some means for the 
slack season. 
T o recapitulate, your commit tee is con-
vinced that the elimination of the jurisdic-
tion question will not solve the problem of 
competition, while, on the other hand, a 
successful remedy applied to the evils of 
competition will kill all the germs of fric-
tion bred by the jurisdiction issue. Abolish 
the harmful cause, and the vicious effects 
will follow suit. 
The competition between the finishers of 
the various shops investigated deserves seri-
ous attention, for the same reasons as stated 
above. Yet, there is a distinct difference 
between the competition of the operators 
and the competition of the finishers, since 
a great part of the blame for the latter may 
be laid directly at the door of Local No. 17. 
There seems to be less consideration on the 
part of this union for the finishers employed 
in Local No. 17 shops than for the operators 
in the same shops. Tabula ted earnings of 
Ihc finishers in the various shops controlled 
Dy either Local No. 17 or the Joint Board 
are given in appendix 3 of the report proper. 
D E C I S I O N O F T H E G E N E R A L 
E X E C U T I V E B O A R D 
After a thorough s tudy and analysis of 
the report of the CommiM^o appointed to 
investigate the conditions in the cloak and 
reefer shops for the purpose of sett l ing the 
controversy between the opera tors and 
reefer makers of New York City, the Gen-
eral Executive Board is convinced that the 
contentions that Local No. 17 is instrumen-
tal in lowering the earnings and undermin-
ing the s tandards in the cloak shops in New 
York, are utterly unfounded. While it is 
true that many of the shops controlled by 
Local No. 17 have during recent years 
grown in size and are employing a larger 
number of workers in the inside shops, and 
that many regular cloak shops have de-
creased the number of workers in their in-
side shops, this development cannot be in 
the least at tr ibuted to any trade policy on 
the part of Local No . 17. T h e facts are 
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clearly established that the workers of Lo-
cal No. 17 do not earn less than other op-
erators do and that union conditions are 
no less strictly observed in their shops. 
The tendency above referred to is ex-
plained by the facts that the lines of work 
manufactured in the shops controlled by 
Local No. 17 can be done under a more 
concentrated and efficient method of manu-
facturing, and that this method of manufac-
tur ing has given some firms controlled by 
Local No. 17 a chance to compete success-
fully with the manufacturers of the better 
or mixed lines of work. This also, in the 
opinion of the Board, disposes of the claim 
that Local No. 17 is responsible in any way 
for the fact that the reefer manufacturers 
have increased their inside shops and that 
the regular cloak firms are having much of 
their work made in outside shops. 
The General Executive Board is abso-
lutely convinced that the true and only rea-
son why the late Local No. I has with-
drawn from the Joint Board is because the 
Joint Board refused to sanction the unfair 
and dishonest election of last winter for 
executive board, and subsequently the plan 
for separate elections for business agents. 
The persons who wire in control of the late 
local, not possessing the courage to ac-
knowledge that it was a fight for the pre-
servation of their positions within that lo-
cal, have chosen to use the Local No. 17 
issue as a cover for their designs. In this 
campaign to befog the minds of the workers 
as to the real issues, they had the assist-
ance of a few hired penny-liners of a local 
Jewish daily newspaper, and of a change-
able "manager" who chanced to be without 
a job du. ing that particular period and who 
very willingly became the leading spirit of 
this group. 
The General Executive Board in taking 
stock of the situation that has developed in 
consequence of this campaign of misrepre-
sentation and abuse, finds that the agita-
tion has left its poisonous mark in the minds 
of many of our workers and that the bogus 
issue advanced in order to shield personal 
designs and ambit ions, have misled a large 
number of cloak operators , and created a 
sentiment which threatens the solidarity in 
our ranks. * 
I n order t o prevent a condition which 
might give the manufacturers a chance to 
take advantage of the disunion in our or-
ganization and to lower the standards and 
earnings of the New York cloakrnakcrs, the 
General Executive Board has decided upon 
the following arrangement , to remain in 
force until ¿he next convention of the In 
tcrnational, June , IOJH, when all jurisdic-
tional quest ions and disputes will be finally 
decided: 
1. All grievances of workers arising in 
shops controlled by Local No. , 17 shall 
hereafter be taken up for adjustment di-
rectly by the Joint Board instead of the 
office of Local No. 17. 
2. T h e Joint Hoard shall a t tend to all 
grievances of workers of such shops from 
one office and shall take care that such of-
fice be managed and conducted- by a nian-
aç#r and business agents fully familiar 
with the various grades of work made in 
Local No. \~ shops as well as with the 
system of work prevailing in such shops. 
.1. Every memner in good standing of 
any local affiliated with the Joint Boa d 
shall have the right to work in any «hop 
controlled by the Joint Board without the 
formality of a transfer. The General Ex-
ecutive Board recommends that the mem-
bership dues of all such locals be made 
uniform as soon as possible. 
4. All jurisdictional controversies that may 
occur between Local 17 and other locals 
of the Joint Board and any and all con-
troversies with respect to the meaning or 
practical application .of the above decision 
shall be submitted to and passed upon by 
the General President of the International 
subject only to an appeal to the convention. 
The General Executive Board is fully 
convinced that the proposed arrangement 
will in no way interfere with the working 
condit ions and excellent control of the 
shops of Local 17, and that it will make 
for greater harmony and more effective 
work of the workers in the entire industry. 
The Board expects that the above decision 
will be carried out in good faith and in a 
spirit of comradeship aid solidarity by all 
bodies affected by the same as soon as 
possible 
In regard to , the question of the finishers 
of Local 9 working in the shops of Local 
17, as to whom the committee of three 
reported that they were not being cared 
for a s well as the operators, the General 
Executive Board decided that whatever 
a r rangement applied to the operators should 
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I )cal News and Events 
( In this departme; , which is a regular feature of this journal every month, 
local life and mov -ncnt is being reported for the information of our members 
and readers.) 
m Compiled By M. D. Danish 
the headquarters 
No. I you could 
/ office. The m*r 
*n is in full swing 
L A D I E S ' A N D MISSI 3 " C L O A K A N D 
S U I T O P E R A T O R S O-OCAL N O . i 
Secretary Perez Kott r reports as fol-
lows: 
"If you were to go in' 
of the rc-organizcd Loc* 
hardly tell that it is a m 
chincry of the organiza! 
now, and every inch of s ice is occupied by 
busy, active people. T< give you a clear 
idea of the activities of ;e reorganized lo-
cal, it would be sufneier to state that we 
have five men employee' in the office who 
arc constantly active; tw men arc engaged 
exclusively at registering iperators into the 
local; nine business ager s arc taking care 
of the shop interests of he members, and 
all of these arc on our pa; oil. T o be exact, 
over 3,000 workers have Ircady registered 
and they have all paid the - dues. The local 
at present is covering a' i ts expenses and 
it has begun to save moi y. 
' 'A full Executive Bo: -d, consisting of 
twenty-five men, is takir ; care of the in-
terests of the o rgan izar m. Sub-commit-
tecs of various kinds ha - Í been appointed 
by the Executive Board, number of new 
administrative reforms ivc been intro-
duced and the work has ' en systematized, 
We certainly intend to | ofit by the mis-
takes of the past. 
"The delegation of our ocal to the Joint 
Board has been given fu recognition and 
is represented on all impc tant committees. 
We have officers in New . :rsey and receive 
there. We a rc also represented in the Cen-
tral Federated Union of New York and in 
the United Hebrew Trades . 
"The meetings of the Executivi: Board 
arc full of interest and activity. Commit-
tees, and sometimes full shops, come to the 
Board meet ings when they do not receive 
satisfaction at the hands of the business 
agents. Of course, we occasionally come in 
conflict with the misguided followers of the 
expelled local, who, resort to all sorts of 
tactics in order to s tamp out loyalty to the 
organization and to the International in the 
shops where some of these discredited peo-
ple are,still working, and scabbing is not an 
infrequent occurrence on their part. 
"In the shop of Lichtenthal on Greene 
Street, the firm sent dovfn two Italian girls 
under some pretext. Our union insisted 
upon their reinstatement, and meeting with 
a refusal, a s tr ike took place. An agent of 
the rival group brought some scabs, and 
now our executive members are picketing 
this shop. A similar thing happened in the 
shop of Cohen Brothers in Brooklyn, where 
the firm at tempted to reduce the prices. A 
strike ensued, and t i e adherents of the gang 
started scabbing in the shop. 
"In New Jersey they managed to get into 
one shop, and when a discharged cutter 
sought to be reinstated wc called the shop 
to a meeting. Some of these fellows re-
fused to come, but with the assistance of 
the Hudson Central Labor Union wc union-
ized the shop, and now they "have all regis-
the . full co-operation organized labor tercd. 
also apply to the finishers. Pending the dis- empowered to call a conference of the locals 
posai of the jurisdictional questions in the concerned with a view of arriving at a satis-
cloak and skirt-trade by he next regular factory arrangement for taking care of the 
convention the Joint Be rd shall attend interests of these finishers. 
tp the grievances of the nishcrs working General Executive Board, 
in Local 17 shops as /ell as of the International Ladies' Garment Workers 
operator*, and President Schlesinger wa« Union. 
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" In -ano the r shop in Jersey Cily a dele-
gate of this Rang promised the boss pro-
tection if he would discriminate against the 
members of the union. The shop was called 
on strike and. as a result, the gang closed 
their oliice in Jersey City and have sold out 
their furniture. The same thing happened 
in Brownsville, where their office was sold, 
and it is a matter of only a few days when 
(heir Brooklyn office will shut down."' 
CLOAK TAILORS' UNION, LOCAL 
NO. 9 
Vice-President Malpcrn, manager of this 
local, writes as follows: 
"On the whole, the past fall season was 
not bad, and wherever there was work our 
men and women earned a living. Il is due, 
more than anything else, to a general feel-
ing and determination among our members, 
to demand prices which will insure to them 
a living wage. -and. as the ohi saying goes. 
where there is a will there is a way. 
"On November 3rd we had a big perform-
ance at which no less than 400 shops were 
represented by delegates at Labor Temple, 
Second Avenue and 14th Street. It was the 
most representative {fathering of cloak 
tailors and finishers held for sqrnc time. 
There were reports and discussion of the 
general situation in the trade and a review 
of the passing season. The paramount 
question was the introduction of week work 
in all cloak shops. , 
"I t was reported that in sixty-eight shops 
the tailors and finishers worked this season 
by the week, and the general opinion ¡s that 
the change was received with full satisfac-
tion among our members. Aside from that, 
the campaign for week work has produced 
excellent results even in those shops which 
have not adopted this system, and brought 
about an increase of about 25% in all other 
shops. The increase however, has only 
served to make the sentiment for week 
work even s t ronger among our people, and 
the conference instructed the Executive 
Committee of our organization to continue 
the campaign for week work, and to use 
every effort meanwhile, wherever such a 
change is not yet possible, to demand an 
increase on piece work, in order to be able 
to combat the constantly rising cost of liv-
ing, 
"We have arranged a scries of big meet-
ings to introduce to our membership the 
newly elected members of the Socialist 
Party for the State legislature and the 
Board of Aldermen. This was undertaken 
in connection with a program of educa-
tional work which we have mapped out for 
our members for the coming winter. The 
meetings already held and to be held are as 
follows: 
. "Saturday, Nov. 17 -Clermont Hall 62 E. 
idoth St. Addresses by August Clacscns 
and Elmer Rosenberg. 
"Saturday, Nov. 24 -Porward Hall, 175 
East Broadway. Addresses by B Sches-
ingcr. A. Held and B Vladeck. 
"Saturday, Dec. 1—Labor Lyceum, 
Brownsville. Addresses by S. Wiener, A. 
Shiplakoff and B. Wolf 
"Saturday. Dec. 8—People's House. 7 E. 
15th St. Meeting of Women's Branch Ad-
dress by Algernon Lee 
"Saturday, Dec. 8—Bronx Casino Ad-
dresses by Samuel Orr , B (iarfinkcl and B, 
Git low. 
"These meetings are also organization 
meetings, and we expeci far-reaching results 
from them. 
"Duplicates of spring samples arc being 
made in many shops and we expect an early 
season. Our members generally aro taking 
more interest in the work of the union than 
for a long time past. The sick benefit fund 
and the sanatorium undertaking are attract-
ing attention, and now with the adoption of 
woman suffrage our members are becoming 
interested in the movement to naturalize 
women. The branch meetings are also very 
well at tended." 
S K I R T M A K E R S ' U N I O N . LOCAL 
NO. 23 
Vice-President Wander reports as fol-
lows: 
" O u r fall season is never any too lontt, 
for, as a rule, women do not wear separate 
skirts in winter, but this passing fall was 
unusually short and poor. Our people were 
only making skirts in the suit shops For the 
suits, and, of course, that was not enough 
to keep them busy. 
"There arc still a great number of non-
union dress shops in New York City, shops 
which r.-Hthcr Local 23 nor Local No. 25 
have been successful in organizing. In 
these shops both cloth and silk dresses arc 
being made. A number of our people went 
to work in these unorganized shops. Some 
ventured to go into men's clothing shops to 
work on military garments, but they were 
J 
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the men's gar-
remained. 
ç for the next 
brighter. The 
:ason. as skirts 
-cat extent dur-
-nplcs arc being 
from al! signs 
not, as a rule, welcomed : 
ment workers and very fc. 
"Naturally, the prospec 
spring season arc much 
spring season is our big 
arc worn separately to a 
ing spring and summer. S 
made in all shops now, ar 
we arc going to have antea' y season, too. 
"The tumult created by ' c group of dis-
rupters of the expelled loe i No. I did not 
have the slightest effect up i our members. 
Wc have a loyal and^sanc -ganization and 
the demagogy of the job r inters docs not 
in the least appeal to them * 
"In speaking of the big • unber of unor-
ganized dress shops in New ïork, I wish to 
say that during the last se< ral month's wc 
have had conferences with 
ers" Local Ko. 25 to Ínteres 
ganizing campaign in this ' 
operative effort. Wc thong: 
work together, as, from p 
wc know that there exists 
among the employers tha 
agreements with Local No. 5^ they would 
get better terms and condii' <ns. So, it ap-
pears to us that there is n< better way to 
remove this impression tha; by the co-op-
erative «work of these two loc Is. The trans-
fer troubles which used to 0 >t in the shops 
of these two locals have al' » been elimin-
ated lately by mutual conscn' 
"Our Tuberculosis Fund is n good shape, 
and our members arc susta ing it with a 
will. If the next season will irn out as ex-
pected, wc will very likely pr cced with our 
plans to establish a sick b- icfit fund, as 
well." , -
ic Waist Mak-
them in an or-
Id and for co-
it advisable to 
st experiences, 
an impression 
if they sign 
CLOAK PRESSERS' UNI 
NO. 35 
Brother A. H. Kazan, secro 
cal. writes: 
"After having gained the • 
for our members in August, o 
began to consider further con 
within the organization. W' 
thing definite and tangible ha 
plishcd by the organization fc 
—an improvement of conditio; 
wages-^our task to introduce 
within the local and strength 
ìzation is much easier and p 
obstacles. 
"The first question which 
tention of our local was the 
IN, LOCAL 
ary of the lo-
•ise of wages 
• local at once 
ructive work 
never some-
been accom-
our workers 
; o r a raise in 
new reforms 
i the or#an-
••scnts fewer 
rcw the at-
ítroduction of 
"Out-of-Work" benefits for the members. 
This question is not altogether new and has 
been talked of and discussed several times. 
However, it is a very big undertaking. Our 
membership being large, our seasons un-
steady and the earnings of our workers un-
certain, the introduction of out-of-work 
benefit presents almost insurmountable dif-
ficulties. The main problem would be the 
financing of the fund. It is difficult, with-
out concrete statistical information, to say 
definitely how much money would be re-
quired for such a benefit fund. It may be 
superficially estimated that wc would re-
quire anywhere from $35,ooo to $50,000 a 
year for this purpose. In order to raise 
this sum it lias been proposed that each 
member of the local should contribute one 
day's wages, pressers and under-prcssers 
alike, and that this money be paid in two 
parts -half a day's wages each season. 
, "In connection with this 'Out-of-Work" 
Fund, it is planned to establish a labor bu-
reau in the union in order to abolish the so-
called "street labor markets" and to exer-
cise a stricter control «over our members 
when they go to work in new shops. Ow-
ing to the unexpected poor conditions in 
our trade during the last few months, this 
question was not submitted to a vote of 
our membership. Sooner or later, however, 
at the first favorable opportunity, this ques-
tion will again be raised and we expect our 
members' approval. 
"Two other important questions have 
been taken up with our local during the last 
few months. One was in regard to free 
medical aid to our members, and the other 
regarding life insurance for the members 
of our local who are not older than-sixty-
five years and who arc willing to take it up. 
The first question was settled without any 
particular difficulty. The medical division 
of the Joint Board of Sanitary Control, 
where our members arc being examined, 
has been enlarged, and, instead of a mere 
examination, our men get medical prescrip-
tions and advice. In case of minor opera-
tions the medical clinic usually takes care 
of it at once. In this way our members arc 
being saved the expense of private physi-
cians, and their health is safeguarded. 
When the work of the medical clinic will 
become enlarged in the course of time, it 
is planned to engage experts in each branch 
of medical science who will render assist-
ance and services to our members in case 
f 
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of necessity. Speaking of the medical 
clinic, wc wish to say in passing that even 
though this clinic is being supported by a 
number of locals, the biggest portion of the 
expense is contributed by our jocal. Our 
local Relief Committee pays to the medical 
clinic about $70.00 a month for this work 
alone. 
"The insurance question is a new propo-
sition among the Jewish unions, and wc ex-
pect criticism that we arc departing from 
the strictly union basis of our organization. 
Many of our members, however, think that 
we have a perfect right to make use of the 
fact that the principle of unionism will not 
be weakened in any degree through the 
various methods of assistance that wc offer 
our members through the local. Group in-
surance, or insurance of a great number oí 
people at-one time, is noi a new thing, and 
many big companies and institutions have 
practiced it for years. Until now this method 
has been used to a great extent by big 
firms employing great numbers of people, 
and to bind the worker to his job they in-
sured him. so thai in case of his death his 
family would he provided with a few hun-
dred dollars. Quite naturally, the firms that 
insured their workers did not lose any 
money on this proposition, as the workers 
themselves were called upon to pay their 
premiums either in full or in part. 
"For the membership of our local, con-
sisting of men of whom 80 per cent, arc 
married, and with an average of three chil-
dren to a family, insurance is an important 
question. In order to provide their families 
through regular insurance, they would have 
to pay between $30 and $.[0 per year for 
each thousand. If, however, our local 
should undertake to insure its entire mem-
bership, or, at least one thousand men at 
one time, the cost of this insurance would 
amount to anywhere between $11 and $15 a 
year. Of course, it is very difficult to make 
it obligatory upon each member to carry 
insurance. Wc therefore ex*pcct to begin 
by getting first a thousand volunteers, and 
wc are sure that the others will join later. 
The Relief Committee which has this prob-
lem on hand is taking care that the in-
surance company which will take up our 
risks is one of the safest in the country. 
It is also being arranged that when a mem-
ber resigns from the union he may keep 
up his policy after he leaves the trade." 
PHILADELPHIA CLOAKMAKERS' 
UNION, LOCAL NO. a 
Vice-President Max Amdur. Manager of 
the Union, writes: 
"It is only a few weeks since I returned 
to Philadelphia and found that the season 
had come to an end. The agreement worked 
out by President Schlcsinger has not yet 
been signed 1 did not insist on the asso-
ciation signing the agreement, as their 
membership consists at present of only 
twenty and the association has no machinery 
for the purpose of conducting the affairs of 
the organization. If we have a good sea-
son, J shall be able to attend to the inter-
ests of the organization without the agree-
ment; or, if the adoption of the agreement 
should be necessary it can he easily accom-
plished. 
"At present 75 per cent of our members 
arc working in shops where military gar-
ments are being made However, they pay 
their dues regularly We have just started 
a campaign to organize these shops. 
"1 saw the Ladies' Tailors m Philadelphia, 
and found that during the few weeks that 
Urother I.a Porta has been here hi; has suc-
ceeded in creating some sentiment among 
ihc Italian workers. In my opinion, 
Brother I.a Porta should he given a chance 
to accomplish something substantial' in 
Philadelphia 
"The Joint Board of Philadelphia is plan-
ning to buy a house for the organisation. 
At present we have about $8.000 tor that 
purpose and we need more. It is needless 
"to say that this will be of great benefit to 
the organization." 
TOLEDO CLOAKMAKERS. LOCAL 
NO. 67 
B. Caplan, Secretary of the Local, writes: 
"We have sonic news in our town. The 
firm of Cohen, Pnedlandcr and Martin, the 
"biggest cloak shop in Toledo, called our 
men together and informed them that they 
have a big order on military coats and want 
us to settle prices on these garments. They. 
Iiowevcr, offered us a price which was im-
possible of acceptance. They wanted us to 
make the coats at 80c apiece, which would 
take at least three hours to make In fact. 
it took the operators who made the test, 
five hours to make one garment. Wc asked 
$2.25 f° r t n c garment and met with a re-
fusal from the employers. As it seems, at 
• I- *,-. 
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this writing, we shall not cc-ne t o any agree-
ment on this mat te r a t all 
"The same firm is offerì: % us now a new 
system of work, the "bonu '' system. I t is 
a sor t of week work with additional bonuses 
for the amount of work pro uced. W e have 
not accepted this p ropos i t i i." 
S T . L O U I S C L O A K M A K E R S , L O C A L 
N O . 78 
Brother Ben. Gilbert, organizer, writes: 
"The season ended a lil'.le sooner than 
most cloakmakcrs expectc-..', yxt, on the 
whole, it was quite satisfa' y ry . In some 
shops the earnings were vc;;- good and our 
men had. little to complain of. But when 
the slack period came, son- employers be-
gan to annoy the price 1 immittces and 
some of the more active ir-;rqbcrs, and ¡n 
some ¡nstancos a t t empts w« e made to get 
rid of them. These empio: ' rs figured that 
the workers would be glai- to have fewer 
men in the shops now that here was little 
work, but they soon saw the ' mistake. The 
workers in all the shops dec id to do what-
ever work there was on a cc- operative basis, 
share and share alike, and < vide the earn-
ings among themselves. So '-he employers 
gave up their designs prctt; soon and left 
our "people alone. 
"One firm, however, Ly 1 & Seltzer, 
locked out their workers soc after the sea-
son ended. The foreman a r :>unccd to the 
men that they would be cal!' I back, by let-
ters whenever they would b wanted, but, 
at the same t ime he attempt i to persuade 
a few operators to come bac'i to work, with 
promises that they would be - ell taken care 
of. Seeing that the men wcr- not willing to 
consent to these plans, he s t for a com-
mittee and announced that '•' : was willing 
to employ all his operator? except those 
who had in the past "kiçkcc against the 
firm, namely, the shop cb«u* nan and the 
price commit tee. W e prorr >tly let him 
know that no one would rciur to work un-
less all came up together, ev
 :n if we had 
to stay out until the next : :ason. That 
settled the controversy and the men all went 
back to the shop to work on he co-opera-
tive basis. 
"We expect Brother Seidm 1 from Chi-
cago here on November Z3nd :o address a 
general meet ing of our memi :rs." 
LRMENT WORKER 
N E W Y O R K W A I S T A N D D R E S S -
M A K E R S ' U N I O N , L O C A L N O . 35 
A correspondent wri tes : 
"On Monday, November 26th, the Waist-
makers ' Union, Local No. 25, was to meet 
in conference with representatives of the 
Dress and Waist Manufacturers ' Associa-
tion, to consider new demands of wages 
and hours for all the workers in the indus-
try—waistmakers, cutters and buttonhole 
makers. 
"The waistmakers arc in the same posi-
tion as the rest of the workers throughout 
the country whose wage schedules have re-
mained stationary, while the cost of living 
(us been steadily soaring upwards. Early 
in 1916 the waistmakers secured slightly 
improved conditions, but those conditions 
were supposed to cover normal develop-
ments of that time, as the workers never 
çnjoy such big wages as to enable them to 
earn a decent livelihood from the short sea-
sons that hardly ever exceed six or seven 
months in the year. 
•'Since that time abnormal conditions have 
arisen. The cost of living is almost prohibi-
tive to wage-earners, and in many industries 
employers have increased wages regardless 
of agreements and fixed schedules. T h e 
agreement of the waistmakers is in force 
until January I, 1919, but unusual circum-
stances call for a revision of the wage pro-
visions, and the waistmakers request an in-
crease of 25 per cent, in wages and a forty-
eight hour week instead of forty-nine hours. 
"The protocol agreement, as amended in 
February, 1917, by the Board of Arbitration, 
expressly provides: 
"That the agreement when completed 
shall remain in full force and effect for a 
term of two years from and after the 1st 
day of January, 1917, and thereafter for suc-
cessive periods of two years, unless written 
notice .of the termination shall be given by 
one party to the other as hereinafter pro-
vided. DurinR such period of two years no 
change -in the terms thereof shall be made 
without the consent of both parties, except 
only:—First. In case of some great emer-
gency affecting either the specific industry 
or business conditions generally in the 
country; the Board of Aribtration shall b c 
the sole judges of the existence or non-
existence of such great emergency; and 
"Second: Even in the absence of such 
great emergency, wages, base rates and 
hours of labor shall be subject to revision 
upward or downward by the Board of Arbi-
tration, provided notice of application there-
fcr shall be given by one party to the other 
« 
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not later than the first day of November in 
any year. 
"The union also claims that the associa-
tion 'has failed to send lists of workers em-
ployed by its members as provided in the 
protocol' and 'requests that the union be 
given the right to send its representatives 
into the shops ' ; and further, that the 'asso-
ciation, in the majority of cases, has ut-
terly failed to register with the union the 
factories of its members as provided in the 
protocol, and the cases in which such fac-
tories have been registered have proved 
that the registration provision is inadequate 
to meet the situation.' 
"The union notified the association that it 
is intended to bring these matters before 
the Board of Arbitration and requests that 
such further provisions be made in respect 
to the subject of contractors, sub-contrac-
tors and subsidiary shops as the board may 
deem best. 
'Ano the r request to come before the con-
ference was: 
''.faì The adoption of a definite method 
which should, as much as possible, obviate 
the necessity on the part of the workers to 
report for work and to remain in attendance 
in their shop at such time during the slow 
seasons in which there shall be no work for 
them in the shop. 
"(hi A final adjustment between the 
union and the association in re ; the Board 
of Protocol Standards. 
"Failing agreement in conference all 
these questions would be submitted to 
the Board of Arbitration, consisting of 
Julian VV. Mack of Chicago, Chairman: 
Judge Henry Marcus of Buffalo, represent-
ing the employers and Robert W. Brucre 
representing the Union. 
* * * 
' 'For the second winter season Local No. 
25 has a Unity Center under the supervision 
of Miss Juliet Stewart Poyntz, in the Pub-
lic School No. 40Ì East 29th Street, where 
an excellent educational program is being 
carried out for its members." 
B O S T O N W A I S T , D R E S S A N p P E T T I -
C O A T W O R K E R S , L O C A L NO. 49 
Brother Samuel Jacobson, manager, writes 
as follows: 
"Our local labor movement is at a high 
pitch of enthusiasm over the fight and vic-
tory of the petticoat makers, who arc? or-
ganized ¡n their trade under the banner of 
the I. L. G. W. U. 
"In the latter part of September, as al-
ready reported by Miss Fannia Cohn in the 
November i s sue—Ed) , fifty men and 
women employed in one of the largest pet-
ticoat factories in Boston, who had never 
belonged to a union, walked out on strike, 
as a protest against the conditions under 
which they had to work. They had heard 
of the Waist and Dressmakers ' Union, so 
they came to our office and asked us to help 
them eonduct the fight against their em-
ployer. They worked fifty-four hours a 
week, got very small pay, and, while the 
cost of living was continually rising, their 
employer kept continually cutting their 
earnings. The workers bad no redress 
against these conditions, for if any one had 
b i r n bold enough to complain he would be 
cither grossly insulted or discharged. They 
all finally decided to walk down and stay 
out until the employer would recognize their 
collective strength. 
"When a representative of Local No 49 
went to see the firm in regard to the walk-
out, the firm said that they would concede 
hours and wages, but under no circum-
stances would they deal with the workers 
collectively. Th is was reported to the 
strikers, but (hey refused absolutely to go 
back to work unless the employer would 
recognize their union, for they now under-
stood that their conditions could not be im-
proved permanently unless the force of the 
union was behind them. A picket line was 
thrown around the shop, and the strike 
lasted for nearly five weeks. We notified 
the International Office and Brother Baroff 
came the following Thursday. 
"In the meantime the strikers, with the 
aid of the members of our local, not only 
picketed .their, own shop but sent commit-
tees to the other large shops and agitated 
among the workers to come and hear the 
message of Brother Baroff. This first meet-
ing of the petticoat workers was a striking 
success, as all the large shops were repre-
sented. Secretary Baroff told them that 
the International would support their fight 
and would do all in its power to help or-
ganize the petticoat workers. This assur-
ance was the signal for much enthusiasm; 
the idea of unionism spread quickly through 
the entire trade, breaking down" all opposi-
tion that the employers could put forward 
to stop the movement. 
"Miss Fannia Cohn, Vice-President of the 
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Internat ional , was s e t here from New 
York, and during the v eck and a half that 
she remained in Bostor she did very useful 
and effective work for v ,. The local manu-
facturers of petticoats got together and 
contributed large sum.' of money to the 
struck firm in the ho; e of crushing the* 
strike and extinguishing .he spirit of union-
ism among the workers But this did not 
help the employers. Their workers kept 
flocking to thr union. he State Board of 
Arbitration and Concili tion took up the 
mat te r , but after a lengt y. conference with 
both sides they could '-/iX. affect a settle-
ment. T h e strike was th i in its third week 
"Al the end of the four h week Local No. 
49 sen t a committee to " :w York, request-
ing Bro the r Schlcsinger > come to Boston 
and try to settle the trike. President 
Schlesingcr arrived in B ston on the fifth 
week of the strike. H e inferred with the 
firm a n d also with the tw other large firms 
whose shops were near!; seventy-five per 
cent, organized, and sue: cded in reaching 
an aRrcemcnt with these îhrec firms upon 
the following basis: foi y-eight hours a 
week, a fifteen por cent, f t increase for all 
workers , preferential unie i shop and arbi-
t ra t ion proceedings for th settlement of all 
disputes. T h e smaller she is arc now being 
organized. Upon the req est of the petti-
coat workers Local 40 ha< *cceivcd them as 
members and organized tlv n as a branch of 
the Local, with a members ip of 300 or 350. 
"The Central ' Labor Uni i and the W o m -
en's T r a d e Union Lcagm of Boston, did 
wonderful work toward b: nging the strike 
to a successful issue. î was Brother 
BarofTs presence at the rginning of the 
strike which gave the wor ;rs the courage 
and the nerve to carry : 1 the fiwht for 
nearly five weeks, and was Brother 
Schlcsingcr's arrival in the tth week of the 
strike which finally de tcrnr ed the issue. 
''A great deal of the s u c e s of this move-
ment is due to the Wais t a I Dressmakers ' 
Union, which not only pu! its t reasury at 
their disposal, but also ap; >intcd commit -
tees to help carry on the • ork and picket 
the shop. Many of its me ibers were ar-
rested. 
"Boston is now the first ty to organize 
the pet t icoat workers, and ; point of inter-
est in this situation is that ic .workers are 
agi ta t ing for the union labe' DÌ the I. L. G. 
W. V," 
W O R C E S T E R W A I S T A N D W H I T E 
G O O D S W O R K E R S , L O C A L NO. 43 
Sarah Hurwilz, visiting organizer from 
Boston, writes as follows: 
' ' In regard to thr situation in Worcester, 
I can only say that they workers Have very 
poor conditions. They work fifty-two hours 
a week and get very low wages; the high-
est a cirl gets is $12 a week, and the ma-
jority of them get from $$ to $6 weekly. 
"During the week of my stay in Worces-
ter I have attended several shop meetings, 
and my information comes straight from 
the people who have at tended the meetings. 
Two years a«o they had a i l r ikc ;uul gained 
a 10 per rent increase. At that time some 
were working for $4 and $5 a week, and 
many are still earning this amount . Other 
conditions arc the same as in non-union 
shops, and they have no one to attend to 
their complaints, as they have a small local 
and can not afford to pay anyone to work 
for them. Their employers do not recog-
nize any of the workers who want to deal 
with them collectively. 
"'At the shop meetings t3iat I attended 
chairladics and price conunit tces were 
elected and they have started to settle prices 
on new styles. Of course, the employers, 
not being accustomed to stich things, re-
fused to deal with them, and that caused a 
lot of trouble. In some shops they stopped 
work for two and three days, They simply 
sat around and did nothing, as is usually 
done in these shops when the workers are 
dissatisfied with the prices. This encour-
aged me a great deal, as it showed that the 
workers knew their business and that it 
would not be hard to better their conditions 
if the International would help them," 
C H I L D R E N ' S D R E S S M A K E R S ' U N I O N , 
L O C A L NO. 50 
By a Correspondent 
"In 1916 the Children's Dressmakers 
Union, after a prolonged strike, entered into 
an agreement with the Children's Dress 
Manufacturers ' Association, which granted 
union conditions of wages and hours, guar-
anteed preference to members of the union 
and other improvements . T h e agreement -
w a s to he in force for t h ree years, and it 
was agreed that beginning with January, 
1917 and 1918, all week workers should re-
ceive an increase of $1.00 a week. 
* 
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"This year, in view of abnormal condi-
tions, the union, acting for all the workers. 
including the cutters and button hole mak-
ers, has presented a request for a 20 per 
cent, increase of wages for the workers in 
all branches and a forty-eight hour week. 
"Conferences with the employers were 
held during last month, at which President 
Schlcsinger and Secretary Raroff were pres-
ent, but at the time of this writing no def-
inite report was at hand In the meantime 
Local No. 50 is arranging shop meetings of 
the workers in the independent shops whose 
agreements expire in December. All the 
conditions agreed upon with the association 
will also be enforced in the non-association 
shops." 
L A D I E S ' G A R M E N T W O R K E R S O F 
W I N N I P E G . CAN., L O C A L N O 3a 
Brother William Baum. Secretary of the 
local, writes; 
"The workers of our trade in Winnipeg 
have won a victory. To our operators this 
victory is important, largely because they 
have now. once for all time, abolishcVl the 
system of machine lining, the main point 
against which we fought all this time. 
"Until the last strike the operators in all 
shops had to turn out the coat almost com-
pletely ready; the lining and other parts. 
had to be made on the machine. This in-
jured our finishers and affected our organ-
ization. The finishers always complained 
that the operators took their work away 
from them. The matter was a frequent 
subject of complaint in our local, and at 
our meetings loud expression of discontent 
was heard on account of this system. The 
finishers also had another grievance direct-
ly due to this method of work. It gave the 
employer the opportunity to fire the girl 
finisher for the least offense on the excuse 
that he had not enough work for her, even 
though the real cause was that she was 
just trying to live up to the rules of our 
union. 
"So when we finally struck, we presented 
the demand for the abolition of this system 
in the first line. It struck our employers 
like a bolt from the clear sky; they dis-
covered in it a dreadful conspiracy and 
vowed not to concede it under any circum-
stances, feeling safe that we could not stand 
a prolonged strike and that our endurance 
would soon be broken. As is always the 
case, they stopped at nothing to shatter the 
solidarity within our ranks They plotted 
to poison the minds of on* rn«-mber against 
another and to bring about disruption 
amongst us. But all this proved of little 
avail and th ty had to <• on rede to our de-
mands. 
"The concession will bring .> lasting bene-
fit to our local here \Ve still have a 
number of problems to solve, «uch as the 
«cale of wages, piece work and other mat-
ters. Th«* future will take enre of all these 
tilings, but at present we feel content with 
our local achievements, and hope for better 
things 
"We express our thanks to all the locals 
of our International who }-, ;,-.,•• i l j u d us 
financially during this strike " 
Want Cheap Food. 
Washington, Dec [.—Thousands of gov-
ernment workers have b- gun a campaign 
through the Federal Employes' union affil-
iated with the American Federation of 
Labor, urging that a petition be forwarded 
to Congress and the secretaries of war and 
navy, asking that government clerks !>•• 
given thr right to buy goods and foodstuffs 
at the army and navy commissaries. 
Should the employes succeed in their '!<-
sire, it would mean that they could take 
advantage of the low price-; quoted on com 
modities purchased by the government. The 
head of the family, if prudently buying from 
army and navy commissaries, could place 
ins family on army rations a' 40 cents a 
day for each person. The matter was re-
ferred to the advisory committee for a re-
port and recommendation at the n«-xt meet-
ing. 
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COMPLETE E( UÀLITY BEr 
By Fárinia 
At last the women o: New York Stale 
have become full citizens 
More than half a mi ion men of this 
State, particularly wor ;ing men, have 
realized that it is in' their nterest that work-
ing women should lia^ ; equal political 
r ights. 
Every thinking workm n should help to 
do away with the rcstric 3ns on the r ights 
of working women and idfr their struggle 
for a freer, bet ter and oWer life. Th i s 
really means, aiding the eighty movement 
for the complete cmancip !ion of the work-
ing_ class of which wornr* is an important 
part. 
I t is to the interest ' every thinking 
working man io encocra e "the woman in 
her struggle for complete mancipation. H e 
should let her benefit • • his experience 
gained in his ages-long onflict with the 
rulers over his i n d u s t r i ! nd spiritual life. 
This conflict is rich in cv its and incidents 
which for working wcint i is a source of 
inspiration. 
The working man doc: not benefit from 
the exploitation by the np loyers of the 
women workers in indus y. On the con-
trary, the employers use icm as a means 
of defeating the men in t ir efforts to im-
prove conditions. 
This conpetition betwee- men and women 
must be abolished once a:* for all, not be-
cause it ¡s immoral , yes, ihuman, but be-
cause it is impractical, it • ">cs not pay. 
W o r k i n g men must bee me alive to the 
fact that in a world wh< c an unnatural 
difference is made bet wee- the sexes, even 
if this difference is in f; or of one sex 
or the other, men and w men cannot be 
really happy. 
I t is easier and pleasar er to live in a 
house every member of .-Inch bears an 
equal responsibility for its uanagement . 
Rights br ing duties with :hem. N o man 
or woman has a right to ( joy the benefit 
of organization, be it a t: de or political 
organization, unless he or vhe participates 
in its management . 
T h e vic tory of t he womc \ in N e w York 
Sta te must brace them to c ntinue the edu-
cational work in the strug le for the ex-
tension of their rights. 'oman's desire 
WEEN MEN AND WOMEN 
M. Cohn. 
for political equality only touches the 
fringe of the entire woman question, or, as 
it is sometimes called, "Feminism." 
All r ight- thinking women must strive to-
ward bringing about a revolution in the 
thought of society in regard to woman. 
They must influence society to free itself 
completely from the unnatural and arti-
ficially created prejudices against woman. 
One of the unjust laws is that pertaining 
to the citizenship of women. Thus , for in-
stance, every, unmarried woman can become 
a citizen after five years sojourn in this 
country. She also becomes a citizen by 
virtue of the citizenship of her father, 
brother or husband. If through any crime 
or misdemeanor the law deprives them of 
citizenship their women dependcnts-siinilar-
ly lose this right even though they had no 
part in the crime. 
Such laws arc unjust and unreasonable. 
Men would not tolerate a law making them 
dependent for llicir civic r ights on their 
wives or sisters. 
Neither should women tolerate this law, 
which places them on the level of the 
serf in the middle ages. This law must be 
speedily abolished. 
There is a list of prospective labor legis-
lation which the organized workers aim to 
br ing into effect in the legislatures of the 
country, such as old age pensions, work-
men's compensation, unemployment insur-
ance, etc. But all such legislation is de-
manded only for men. T h e interests of 
working women in this^ regard arc left un-
protected. 
Now, however, that the women have won 
suffrage in this city they arc in a position 
to force the elected legislators to see to 
it that these laws or projects of law shall 
also apply to them. 
Laws may sometimes be abolished by 
political power, but customs or foolish pre-
judices will only disappear upon a change 
taking place in the minds and thoughts of 
society. The change in regard to their 
s tatus in society must be brought rfbout by 
the women themselves. T h e y mus t become 
more active in the public life. They should 
take part in the administration of their trade 
union. In order that her opinions should 
THE INFERNO 
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After Olive 
Either in the spirit or the flesh, I beheld 
a verdant island surrounded by a boundless 
sea. The outlines of shores and hills and 
vales, all dim and blurred at first, became 
gradually distinct, as if coining into the 
focus of a powerful telescope. There were 
vine-clad slopes leading up to lofty moun-
tain chains, down whose ravines plunged 
streams of water clear and cool, while tropic 
valleys, laden with every grain and fruit 
and flower that mortal hand has ever won 
from fertile soil, smiled benignly in the soft 
light of the rising sun; and on the shore 
sat a strange being, like an apparition, se-
renely listening to the thunder of the sea. 
"Pray , who art thou?" I asked in timid 
reverence; nor was I surprised to hear 
him answer promptly: 
''I am Pluto, doomed to rule this realm 
and suffer ennui for ten thousand years." 
"And where is this?" 
"This is the Inferno," answered Pluto 
wearily, "the abode of all lost souls from 
whatever worlds." 
'But how is tha t?" Ï ventured; "it looks 
to me like the most beautiful island that 
I ever saw." 
"And so it is," admitted the aged god; 
"no land was ever more fair, nor a better 
abode for men or gods, but it is hell never-
theless. The populace here arc in hell 
primarily because of the condition of their 
minds. They arc as if enchanted." 
I couldn't understand and so asked meek-
ly: 
" I s hell imaginary, then? Arc they in 
hell only because they think so?" 
Pluto was silent for a moment and then 
resumed: 
"I see you don't understand. Their hell 
is real enough—not imaginary; for they 
count, woman must not be content to as -
sume an innocent mien or remain a passive 
member. She must stand at the forefront 
of affairs and not merely as an onlooker. 
Only when working women will assume 
responsible positions, join in the study of 
trade and union problems and help to solve 
them, only then will they receive recogni-
tion. Responsibility is the best character 
builder. 
Schreiner. 
don't even know that they are in hell. Fol-
low me and I shall t ry to explain." 
I followed. Soon we came to a place 
where many men were fishing. 1 noticed 
that they all looked haggard and hungry. 
They were also ragged and dirty, but they 
were catching plenty of fish. 
"These men arc what we call citizens," 
explained Pluto. 'Do you "notice misery 
depicted in their faces? They arc hungry 
and thirsty and ragged, and arc worrying 
because their wives and children have noth-
ing to cat or wear." 
"But why don't they eat their fish?" 1 
interrupted in surprise. 
"Ah, that 's the point," said Pluto; "if 
they should eat their fish or could eat them 
or even thought they could eat them, thin 
place wouldn't be hell." 
"Oh, I see now," 1 broke in "the fish are 
poisonous." 
"No ; the fish arc not poisonous."' replied 
the god impatiently; "if the fish were 
poisonous, this wouldn't be hell. The fish 
are edible, but earn man, instead of eating 
his- fish, eats barely cnought to give him 
strength to catch more fish, while he fishes 
on without pleasure or leisure through calm 
and storm." 
I revolved this statement in my mind a 
few minutes and then asked: 
"What becomes of their fish?" 
''At short intervals men come with rar ts ." 
said Pluto, "and haul the fish away to the 
guardian of wealth who lives in a gold 
palace enclosed by fences of peart." 
At this juncture there - was a great com-
motion among- the fishermen and One was 
seized by his fellows and thrown violently 
into the water. 
"What docs that mean?" I exclaimed in 
alarm. 
Work ing women must utilize the oppor-
tunities afforded them in the labor move-
ment to become better organized on the 
industrial field. They must become citizens 
even in those States where they arc still 
deprived of political rights, while where 
they have these rights they must use them 
in favor of the working class. 
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"That is a frequent îccurrcnce," replied 
Pluto. "It means that ne of the fishermen 
kept back a fish. Insr ad of putting them 
all in the cart, he s" pped one into his 
pocket. He has been A'tectcd by his hun-
gry fellows, who are drowning him for 
violation of one of tfc laws of hell. H 
our laws were not st* Ictly enforced, our 
free institutions woul< perish—" 
Here Pluto was inte rup t^cd by another 
hub-bub among the fi lerinen, which he 
explained aftcf a short wise: 
"This second man the; have just drowned 
is one who attempted Ì fish without the 
consent of the guardiar of wealth. When 
a man tries that his tim is short here." 
Leaving the fishcrmc: we wandered in-
land. Soon I noticed it a valley a pile of 
iron chains a mile high and very rusty. 
"What means that?" " asked. 
"That is the mount;! of shackles cut 
from the limbs of serf Our fishermen 
and all other citizens w e once slaves in-
stead of free men as tfc y are now. This 
place was not quite he' as- long as they 
wore chains, because the were then driven 
to labor by the lash anc there was always 
danger of rebellion, whe~ as at the present 
time they labor gladly ** :I indeed beg for 
the opportunity, each ; oducing for the 
guardian of wealth ten ' mes as much as 
ever before.'". 
"What wrought the ci ngc?" I asked. 
"To tell the truth, I w s the liberator," 
admitted Pluto. "I,cut tlv: chains from their 
limbs and shackled th ' r minds. Our 
scheme might be callct* a psychological 
system. By^ the trick o; witchery, I en-
chanted them, so as to m kc them believe 
that the island and all the vaters that tuch 
it, together with the air t: Tcon. belong to 
the guardian of wealth, the same being con-
ceded by them in consid' ation for their 
freedom. Naturally, ever thing else fol-
lowed." 
I was a little angry ano retorted: 
"Yes; I sec it now. This s hell, all right; 
but suppose some magici;1 should" disen-
chant these beasts of bure a that you call 
citizens—"-
"Just as I said," intcrrur ed Pluto, "this 
would not be hell; but we r :- wasting time. 
Hurry on; the slaughter Ï ason is about 
due, and that is one of ou* greatest insti-
tutions." * 
"The slaughter season?" 
"Yes; you surely know t at man is the 
most ferocious of all anirr :s. The tiger 
or the hyena sheds blood in anger or in 
hunger and then he never kills his own 
species, except in isolated cases. But man 
without anger and for no purpose slaught-
ers his species, not occasionally, as other 
animals do, but en masse. The slaughter 
season, then, is the time during which men 
have permission to kill each other." 
And as he spoke a heavy mist rolled from 
the hillside and the stench of carrion smote 
my nostrils. Then, looking, I beheld ten 
thousand carcasses putrid in death. The 
slaughter had, indeed, sei in. I stuod aghast 
and inquired: 
. "To what purpose, O Pluto, is this dia-
bolical madness and misery? These ma-
licious maggots of the mire that destroy 
each other—to what purpose—?" 
"For aught I know," interrupted the god, 
"they constitute a link in the chain of cause 
and effect reaching Çack into the dust of 
the dim past beyond the reach of mortal 
'imagination, and forward beyond the wreck 
of matter and the crash of worlds." 
This was said in a manner as if it settled 
all controversy and answered all questions, 
but I failed to grasp the thought clearly, if 
there was one to grasp, and so I ventured: 
'Suppose, O god of lost worlds—suppose 
that one—just one—of these blind vermine 
that you call citizens should lapse into 
momentary sanity—should sunder his 
mantel of idiocy—should cast off Jiis il-
lusion and say to his fellows: 'Let us 
stop the work of slaughter; let us eat our 
own fish and banish starvation; let us throw 
no more of our fellows into the sea! Then 
would he still be in hell, or what would 
happen?" 
Pluto smiled as he answered: 
"He would be in hell more completely, 
for he could see heaven within easy reach, 
but not accessible to him alone—in easy 
reach if all were disenchanted, but in that 
case there could be no hell. As before 
stated, our institutions would fall. Further, 
his fellows would probably drown him. 
They would probably regard him as a 
freak and persecute or torture him. ' He 
would simply suffer the misery of hell while 
looking into heaven." 
This was a new thought to me. How-
ever, I began to grasp the Plutonic system 
of government.- I said- no more, and we 
traveled on, resting soon in a beautiful park. 
I felt myself growing drosy, and Pluto said: 
"Sleep if you like. There is much to sec 
tomorrow."—The Public. 
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New i laven Corset W o r k e r s 
New York W r a p p e r and K i m o n o Makers 
Cleveland Cloak and Suit Cut te rs ' Union 
W o r c e s t e r W h i t e Goods and Wais t W o r k e r s . 
Chicago, 111.. Cloakmakers 
Syracuse , X. Y„ Dressmakers 
Pet t icoat W o r k e r s ' Union 
Denver , Colo.. Ladies ' Ta i lo r s 
I tal ian Cloak, Suit and Skir t Makers ' Union 
Boston Wai s tmakc r s 
New York Chi ldren 's D r e s s m a k e r s . . . . . 
Mont rea l , Canada . Custom Ladies ' Tai lors 
L o s Angeles Ladies ' Garment W o r k e r s . . . . 
Phi ladelphia , Pa.. Cloak Cut ters . . , 
Chicago Raincoat Makers . . . 
Springfield Corset W o r k e r s 
Boston Cloakmakers 
Cleveland Waist and Dres smake r s . 
Now York Waisl Buttonhole M a k e r s . 
Mont rea l . Canada . Cloak and Skirt P re s se r s . 
New York Whi t e Goods W o r k e r s . 
Cincinnati C loakmakers -It 
New York Buttonhole Makers 
S t . Louis Skir t . Wais l 8c Dres smaker s ' Union . 
N e w York Monna/ Embro ide re r s 
T o l e d o Cloakmakers 
r i a n i o r d Ladies ' Garment W o r k e r s ' U n i o n . . . 
Philadelphia Cloak Finishers 
T o r n i l l o Skirt and Dressmakers 
Chicago Ladies ' Ta i lo r s 
Ba l t imore Dress and Whi le Goods W o r k e r s . . . 
Rosion Amalgamated Cul ler* 
Vine land Cloakmakers ' Union 
Worces te r . Mass., Cloakmakers 
Phi ladelphia Ladies ' T a i l o r s , 
VVaterhury Ladies ' Garment W o r k e r s 
S t . Louis Cloak Opera to r s 
Ladies ' Ta i lo r s . Al tera t ion and Special O r d e r Union 725 Lexington Ave. , N. Y. City 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Cu t t e r s 909 N. H o m a n Ave.. Chicago. 111. 
N . Y. Cloak Examine r s . Square r s & Rnshclers ' U n i o n . . . . 2 2 8 Second Ave. , N'~ Y. City 
O I T I C E ADDRESS 
. . . 1 2 Parmelee Ave.. New Haven, Conn. 
22 W. 17th St.. New York City 
314 Super ior Ave. . Cleveland. Ohio 
120 Green St.. Worces ter , Mass. 
1815 W . Division St.. Chicago, 111. 
013 Almond St.. Syracuse, W Y 
22 W . 17th St.. New York City 
. . . . 244 Champe St.. Denver . Colo 
231 K. 14th. S t , New York City 
. .724 Washington St.. Boston. Mass 
22 W . 17th St.. N«w York City 
. .38* City Hall Ave., Montreal . Canada 
. .218 S. Broadway. I.os Angeles. Cal. 
.211 S. 8th St., Philadelphia. Ta. 
. . . 409 S Halstead St.. Chicago. III. 
« 3 ! 4 Main St.. Springfield, Mass. 
.241 T r c m o n t St . . Bos ton . Mass 
314 Super ior A v e . Cleveland. Ohio 
80 E. 10th St.. New York City 
?.! P r ince A r t h u r F. . Montreal , Canada 
35 Second St.. New York City 
S r and Central A v e . Cincinnati . Ohio 
57 W 2 l s | St.. New York City 
Fra te rna l Building. St. Louis Mo. 
. . . . . 103 !•:. 11th St.. New York City 
12" W . Bancroft St.. To ledo . Oh io 
99 Canton St.. H a r t f o r d . Conn. 
244 S. 8th St . . Phi ladelphia . Pa. 
. . . . . . 1 9 4 Spadina A v e . T o r o n i o , Canada 
272(1 Crysta l St.. Chicago. Ill 
. . .102: t E Bal t imore St.. Bal t imore. Md. 
8 Lovering St.. Boston, Mass. 
IL Miller. COI Lundis Avenue 
25 Columbia St.. Worces te r . Mass 
1737 S. 9th St . . -Phi ladelphia . Pa 
54 Burton St., Wate rbury , Conn 
F r a t e r n a l Bldg.. 11 Ih and Frankl in Aves. 
T o r o n i o . Canada, Cu l l e r s 
T o l e d o Ladies ' Garmen t Cu t t e r s ' U n i o n . . . 
Cincinnat i Sk i r tmakc r s 
S t . John Ladies ' Garmen t W o r k e r s ' Union . 
Cus tom Dressmaker s ' Union 
T o r o n t o , Canada, Cloak Presse r s 
Cincinnat i Skir t P resse r s ' Union 
P i t t sburgh Ladies ' T a i l o r s 
251 Augus ta A v e . T o r o n t o . Canada 
425 P a r k e r Ave. . To ledo . Ohio 
,5th St . and Central A v e . Cincinnati . Ohio 
St . John , N. B.. Canada 
F o r w a r d Bldg . , 175 K. B'way. N. Y. City 
251 Augusta Ave. , Toron to , Canada 
5th St. and Central A v e . Cincinnati , Ohio 
132 Worces te r St., P i t t sburgh . Pa. 
Chicago Wais t , Dre s s and Whi t e Goods W o r k e r s . .1570 Milwaukee A v e , Chicago. III. 
Ba l t imore Ladies ' Ta i lo r s 
Mont rea l , Canada . Raincoat M a k e r s . . 
St . Louis Ladies ' T a i l o r s 
Lad ie s ' Neckwear Cu t l e r s 
Ba l t imore Ladies ' Garment Cu l l e r s ' U n i o n . 
Cleveland Raincoat Maker s 
Mont rea l . Canada, T l ies ' Wa i s t M a k e r s . . . 
N e w a r k Wai s t and Whi t e Goods W o r k e r s . 
1023 F. Bal t imore St.. Balt imore. Md. 
1103 Clark St., Mont rea l . Canada 
F r a t e r n a l Bldg.. 11th and Frankl in Aves . 
fi E. 17th St.. New York City 
. . . 1023 E. Bal t imore St.. Bal t imore . Md 
311 Super ior A v e , Cleveland, Ohio 
147 Colonial A v e . Montreal , Canada 
103 Montgomery St.. N e w a r k , N. J. 
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Here Are Three Good Reasons 
Why it is yot duty as a member of your local union to become a 
regular subscr >er to the 
_ A D I E S ' G A R M E N T W O R K E R 
J. Bec? se you will read in its pages from time to lime a re-
port of your o /n local. Urge your secretary to send it in monthly. 
2. You/vill read in its pages of the doings of oiher locals of 
our Internatio^ 1, and so you will be fully informed of what is going 
on in all the lo- ais. 
3. You will read in its pages the reports of the general officers 
and organizers md other interesting matter. 
You can ubscribe by sending 25 cents in postage stamps for 
six months or 0 cents for one year. Ask your local secretary to 
do it for you. 
Send in thi; form when properly filled out : 
INTERNATIO JAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS ' UNION 
31 Union Square, New York 
I hereby en< ose cents postage stamps for 
month subscript >n to the Ladies' Garment Worker. 
Full Na ie 
Ade ess 
Zity State „ 
Local No 
